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FRA.NISIFORT,' Ky. (AP) The outlook for any changes in
Kentucky's tax structure, as'
well in Gov.. Wendell Ford's
spending plans for the next nen
_ years, appear ready to he outlined to the public.
Both sets of information will
be sent out when Ford presents
1113 I9f24t budget dtax pr
pose's to the General Assembly, probably by the end of this
week or sometime nett week. The nature of both proposals
guarded

_
toned it in recent weeks.
growth and state re
Commissioner
Highway
the next two years could easily
be taken up, for education Charles Pryof has said
alone. Initial budget requests recently, however, that three of
for higher, secondary and ele- the main funds used for buildmentary education calls for ing and surfacing county roads
$100 million in additional reve- are about depleted.
B. E. King, the Republican
nuefor each over the next hienMost of that money who preceeded Pryor as comgo for cost-of-living sala- missioner, has readily agreed
ry raises for teachers and other that the kind of rural program
the Republicans had carried
staff.
When Ford presents his budg- out could not be continued withet and tax proposals, Kentuck- out additional revenue. That is
ians also will learn whether 11c...because the Republicans finally_
,the last of a general obliis going to,ask for an
gation bond issue approved by
in the stale gasoline tax to
the voters for road work in
nance road construction.
Ford first suggested there 1965.
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll has
might be a need for such a tax
raise soon after he took office -urged a new bond issue rather
Dec. 6, but he has not men- than raise the gasoline tax.

In view of Ford's commitments during last year's gubernatorial campaign and of
some statements made since
then, however, two tax proposals are Vieth/Alfly ciliTaintalie
presented in some farm or other. One would remove the five
per cent sales tax on groceries,
-and the other would impose
severance tax on 'coal.
Firm figures can not yet be
I be- _
attached to either pr
cause of uncertainty as to how
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) narrowly groceries will be de- While legislators enjoyed a
rate,
of
the
because
fined and
three-day weekend, the House
or point, of payment for a sevand Senate leadership was
erance tax.
scheduled to study the possiThe general feeling however bility of multi-change amendis that the state could lose $50- ments to Kentucky's con60 million in revenue by remov- stitution.
ing the -grocery"sales ta- c and"- As envisioned-1)Y Senate MaFord has said he could get
Leader Dee Huddleston,
up
to $40 million of that back from D-Elizabethtown, such amenda severance Um
ments would allow the state to
The resulting deficit would
make several changes within a
any
sayout
ofto
come
have
single area. Such a proposal,
ings realized through belt tight- Huddleston said, would list sevening, governmental reargaud- aid changes to jaws relating to
zation or the normal- growth in um subject. .
state revenue:
fie said the leaders of the
Ford also has said the ha& of
General the
Assembly
planned
to
any savings through reorgani- discuss
possibility
of such

Ault-Change Amendments
Stutlied By The Assembly
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Two traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray
Police Department on Su*,
about twenty minutes aped
with one person being involved_
in both accidents. No injurialr:
were listed on the reports.
The first occurred at
a.m. between- a 1988
four door driven by Robert
Hardin Hopkins of 1500 CardisetiDrive, Murray, and a
Dodge two door driven by Sarah
Elizabeth Hargis of 300 South
12th Street, Murray.
Police said both cars were
backing out of driveways and
twilided-inthe venter of South
12th Street. Neither failed to -the other,the police report said.
Damage to the Chevrolet was
on the rear bumper and to the
Dodge on the right rear fen
anti bumper.
Later at 9:45 a.m. the second
collision occurred on Meadow
Lane between the 1968
Chevrolet four door driven by
Hopkins of 1500-Cardinal Drive,
Murray, and a 1968 Chevrolet
two door owned by Earl Steele
and._driven by Kitty Earlette
Steele of 604 Meadow Lane,
Murray.
Police said the Steele car,
going north on Meadow Lane,
did not see the Hopkins car,
going south on Meadow Lane,
due to the frost on her windshield, The police also said the
Steele car was in the Hopkins'
lane of traffic and that Hopkins
had almost come to a stop
before the collision occurred.
•__Damage to the Hopkins car
was on the front bumper, hood,
grill, and both fenders, and to
the Steele car on both front
fenders, hood, and grill.

Local restaurant owners and managers, Floyd Nixon of Triangle Inn, left, and Paul Maggard of
Jerry's Restaurant, join Mrs. Willard Ails, Murray-Calloway County Heart Fund chairman in invitinig everyone to remember "Coffee Day"lor the Heart Fund Tuesday, February 1st. Partielpating
restaurants will have Heart posters displayed in their businesses.

_faxevmothers__To

Tuesday, February 1, has
been designated as "Coffee
Day" in restaurants throughout
Kentucky, according to Mrs.
Willard Ails, local Heart Fund
chairman.
Many of the restaurants in
Murray will observe "Coffee
Day" Tuesday. All money spent
for coffee on that day, plus
extra donations that customers
may place in special containers
for that purpose, will help
finance needed research into
the diseases which,according tit
the Calloway County Healti Center,.-caused 109 deaths in
Calloway County in 1971.
Members of the Gamma
Gamma chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will help distribute Heart
posters to the participating
restaurants, snack bars, and
cafeterias in Murray.
"We urge you to remember
this important drive and day
when-yelytakesieeffeehreak or
eat out on Tuesday, February 1.
The eating establishments are
most cooperative in this effort
and we urge the public to help
us leap ahead in heart research
on this Leap Year," Mrs. Ails
said.

The Faxon Mothers Club will
The Murray Fire Department
meet Wednesday, February 2,
were called bill-twice on
at 1:45 p.m. in the seventh.
lic to vote on only two amendSaturday, but no damage Was
grade class room of the school.
ments at one time. An amendreported ,from
either call,
Mrs. Janice Stubblefield's
ment has been introduced in
according to the records of the
third grade class will be in
the Senate which would raise
HOPKINSVILLE,Ky.(AP)- department.
charge of the program.
the number to four.
Three Kentuoky state legislaAt 10:15 a.m. the firemen
All mothers are urged to be tors have
Another way to get more
indicated Tennessee were called to 514_ South 13th
present.
amendments on the ballot
will hold off on trying, to end
Street. A neighbor across the
would be for the General Astuition privileges for Kentucky
street had seen steam coming
sembly to meet annually instudents attending Austin Peay
out of the house-:but the steam
stead of every other year. That
State University in Clarksville,
was from the dryer in the
way the legislature could recTenn.
- home.
ommend constitutional changes
APSU presently alowed KenThe firemen went to 201 North
each year.
tucky students in Christian, 12th Street at 6:20 p.m. A
An amendment that would
Todd,Trigg and Logan counties kerosene lamp was on fire at the
not only provide for annual
to attend the school for the house, but the person had
meetings but would also resanuitultion charged Tennesste thrown it out in the yard when
move the requirement that the
The National Forensic
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sec- students.
the firemen arrived.
sessions start at the beginning
League of Murray High School
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Some Tennessee lawmakers
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and
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will
not
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once is
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melds on the statei financing seitation,dictatedwhich snows
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pone action on the special tui- should be of special interest to "Wuthering Height!".
too-optimistic.
iffs to succeed themselves.
tomers were still witheut power
of the Capital Plaza project, in"Total gross national prod- tion measure until next year, small businessmen and inBoth have the support of Gov.
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whole
he
All
materials
will
be
furbuilding in Frankfort.
Firemen In the central Utah peat amendments. The former
rate profits were all sig- iprocity into his education
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forms,
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of
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have
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agreement.'
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Savings Bonds in Calloway
troduced during the present
Mrs. Harlan Hodges is in
persons may pre-register qy Baggett, Roderick Reed,
Both Connally and Budget Di- however:
County during December were by Maple Canyon unusable for session, and the appropriate Memphis, Tenn., with her
Martha McKinney, Valerie
calling
753-4363.
"I agree with the Tennessee
$20,709 bringing the year's sales ,several weeks.
committees in both houses have daughter, Mrs. Nancy Abazoris, rector Gehrge P. Shultz defendHarrison, Katie Blalock, Jane
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when
someone
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budget,
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1973
shouldn't
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that
they
to $293,273 or 148.4 per cent of
decided to wait for as many who suffered a fractured ankle
Wager, Steve Beatty, Rhonda
Clothes
Away
calls
the
fire
department
numThrew
the counts annual goal of
proposals as possible before while on a skiing vacation in expected $25.5-billion deficit, as have to pay for Kentucky stu-,
Garl
and Laurie Beatty, Larry
necessary to stimulate the dents' education. It they can
$197,500. Sales a year ago were ber, phones ring in the homes acting.
CHARLOTT'E, N.C. I AP) _- Robinson, Keith Farrel, and
Idaho.
of
all
of
the
city's
nine
firemen.
eventually
to
meanly
and
lead
hold off -on- the Austin'Peay Gaibage collectors iiere just Elaine Eversmeyer.
$203,061. In Kentucky, sales fora balance. The deficit for the thing for a while, I think we doing their job when they threw
the months were $4,763,881
Accompanying the students
year 'ending next June 30, can work something out."
while ctunulative sales for'the'
away a Charlotte woman's Just.
which Connally blutned largely
year reached $61,098,205 or 114.4
washedclothes, the city attor- were Ron and Mary Beshear
and Mrs. Eurie Garland.
on sluggish economic perform- Mailman Receives letter
per cent of the $53,400,000 anney contends.
beshear said that all students
ance, is estimated at $38.8 bilnual goal. Sales a year ago were
_tlery___
Ma_derhill
_Attorney.
in -sr superior way
lion
MOAK -IRA (AVY -165,871,311f.
recommends that a claim by
Both Connally and "Shultz anybody ever write to the mail- Mrs. Isabell McGee for $175.11 and are working hard to make
the
urged Congress to act on Presi- man?
"Celebration of Comfor the loss of the clothing be
dent Nixon's proposal to set a
Melvin Lucherine, Logan, denied. Mrs..- McGee says she munication" in mid February a
statutory ceiling on ex- Utah, a postal employe for 36 had just washed some clothes big success.
penditures so as to kenp the years, got his first thank-you and placed them on a trash
outlays no higher than The esti- letter last week, and it came container for a few minutes.
mate of $246.3 billion.
Kentuckyfrom Vietnam.
When she returned, die garConnally said it is reasonable
Mostly fair today and tonight
The letter was addressed to bagemen had hauled them off.
to expect that deficits will dis- "the Mailman," in care of Mrs.
with increasing cloudiness
TEN CITED
appear as the slack in the econ- T.C. Skanchy.
Tuesday. A little warmer in the
omy is taken out.
Ten persOns were cited to
west and continued cold in the
Capt. Thomas Skanchy credLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Vhe committee opened hear- ited Lucherini with keeping mo- appear in the Murray City
east today and tonight. Wanner
ings on legislation for the debt rale up at home and on the Court over the weekend. They Former Kentucky. Gov. A.B.
Tuesday. Highs today in the 303
ceiling increase. Congress al- front. "The single most'impor- were three for driving while Happy'Chandler was listed in
and low 408. Lows tonight .in
ways has approved increases in tant item I receive is the intoxicated, one for driving satisfactory condition and i/11the teens and low 20s. High
the past so as to enable the mail," he wrote.
while intoxicated, reckless proving Sunday night at the
Tuesday mostly in the 408.
government to continue borrowdriving, and going wrong way University of Kentucky Medical
Kentucky Extended Forecast
ing to pay its bills.
on one street; One for driving Center. '
County Winners
Chance of precipitation
while intoxicated, no operator's
Chandler, 73, was admitted to
Wednesday and Thursday with
Karen Alexander and Ken- license, and reckless driving,
BROKEN GLASS
hospital Friday evening aftthe
decre/glig- Cloudiness Friday.
-Calloway
no
one for speeding and
The Murray Police Depart- ,neth Paschall of
suffered what doctors
er
having
Turning colder by Friday. Lows
ment observed the glass in the County were named as county operator's license, and one for said was a-mild heart attack.
Wednesday and Thursday in
Tom's Serve Yourself Peanut winners in a s- tate neirspanit's going wrong wayOTT one-WO
The two-time Kentucky chief ,
the upper 208 and low 308. Lows
BUGGED PENGUIN IN ANTARCTIC-Looking someshat like an astronaut hi formal attire, this
Machine at the Marine Oil "Most Outstanding" 4-B Club street by the Murray Police executive and former baseball
Friday in the 208. Highs penguin was wired for sound by University of Washington researchers at the Palmer Station shout
Station al_ 1312 Main Street members in Kentucky. Winners Department. The State Police commissioner waged an unsucWednesday and Thursday In-- TOO Miles from the South Pole. The equipment transmits cardiovascular information to scientists
while on patrol duty, acCirding were Miss Rebecca Snider of dted one for no registration cessful try for a third term as
the 408 and low 5Cis. High Fri- studying the creatures.
to the report fried at 7:40 this Franklin and Bob S. White of plates and two for reckless governor last November.
•
day in the upper 30s and 408.
Clay. driving
(AP Wirephoto) morning.
..•
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord also will be a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in
times of trouble.-Psalm 9:9
How wonderhil it is to know this! Nothing is too lowly for our
high and holy God. He specializes in helping the needy who call on
Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
bySari Riblet Jr.
The-bullfign opened drMexicotray wi a
potable periormance and the aficionados were
eased that all of the buns but one were brave. The
that was a coward also as
'`If the end is certain,one ntAght_as wen fight as
•
•

—Dictionary of Opinions
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transcripts of board IneetiliSilitlawyers when FOI cases do
•
and even declined to ide_ ntify ,wind up in court.
Jeffrey F. Axelrad, a departboard members.
The issue of secrecy in goy- ment lawyer who has superernment, a recurring one, sur- vised most FOI court cases, esfaced last year in the debate timates there have been about
over publication of the Penta- 200 since 1967 and that deCT:'
gop Papers., arKl again ZIA siona have favored the,govern..
year when columnist Jack An- ment -somewhat more than 50
derson published excerpts of per cent of the time."
By JEAN HELLER
minutes from National Security
James Kronfeld, a special asAssociated Press Writer
Council meetings on the India- sistant on the House GovernThe
WASHINGTON (AP)
_
Pakistan War.
ment Irformation subcomInternal Revenue Service, overWhile there are good reasons mittee agrees. Of 24 cases he
seer of President Nixon's wage- for secrecy on such matters as picked at random, private inprice-rent controls, refuses to national security or delicate in- terests won nine toal
:
i
4
)
f
victories
disclose the names of landlords ternational negotiations, the and two partial victories while
violate
which
businesses
and
government is frequently ac- the government won 13.
those controls. The names of cused of suffering from a secre"If you've exhausted all other
the violators become public cy syndrome that results in un- appeals and have no
choice but
filed
action
is
only if legal
-.necessarily covering up decii,
ltreenrt;
-a
ssuming
riff
against them, and to date the -sions and actions that the can afford thecost of a legaF
CYADAT
government has filed only a American voter has a right to battle, the
public's chances are
few such legal challenges.
know about.
still
less
than
*50-50," Kronfeld
A New York labor union has
The feeling that, given the said.
challenged this information choice, the bureaucracy will
A special problem has
blackout in court, contending opt toward secrecy is fueled by cropped
up in suits over inforthat an individual who has been such incidents as that involving__ 'nation classified
for national
Illegally 13verehargeti has aa --iriellYrorce chief of staff Who security
reasons.
Some
judges
due
way of knowing a refund is
Bed- a'memo to his subordi- are refusing to rule on the
him unless the violator chooses--notes ordering them to quit ground that they aft
-1M quailto tell.hini-_sa.
stainfli fig so many documents lied to decide 'lathing Security
„
top
_
This is just one example-d_--secret." Someone along questions. That was the ruling
bureaucratic secrecy found in the line-put a "top secret" recently
when Rep. John E.
study.
an Associated Press
AO stamp on the memo.
Moss, D-Callt.; a -member- of
determine how much of the
William G. Florence, a for- the House Government InforFederal Government's business mer classification officet with
mation subcommittee, sued the
closed
is conducted behind
the Air Force, described the Defense Department in federal
doors and classified top secret.
Defense Department's passion district court for four volumes
—While IRS has indicated It ftir secrecy te a House subcom-'
of the Pentagon Papers being
might change its policy on mittee last year.
withheld on national-security
'liming wage-price control
Florence estimated that the grounds.
violators, there are plenty_of Pentagon spends $50 millicere--Robet-USiroschln, diairother examples:
year just guarding classified man of the Justice Depart,. -When the Supreme. Court papers, 99/
1
2 per cent of which ment's FOI'committee, agrees
renders a decision, the working don't even warrant a "conwith the judge in principle.
papers of individual justices fidential" stamp. One defense
"With all due respect to the
are carefully kept secret, al- contractor alone, he said, had
public's right to know, and the
prothough the papers could
250 four-drawer file cabinets public does have a right to
vide an insight into how the 'containing classified governknow, the people have elected a
court reaches decisions that af- ment documents.
President and a Congress to
fect millions of people.
"Stamping a document 'top protect the national security
By JAMES CARY
again a projected $20 billion demand offsetting wage in-Congress passed the Free- secret' to them is just like putcreases.
Copley News Service
and judges should, in my opindeficit or more.
But it can also be argued that dom of Information Act in 1966 ting a period after a sentence," ion, exercise great restraint in
WASHINGTON - Take a
Setting aside the $3.2 billion
good hard look at the nen* and surplus-recorded in fiscal 1969 by taking $20 billion or $25 to give the public greater ac- said Florence.
ruling on questions of defense
the.words - treble added tax. , these figures mean that in four billion out of circulation cess to information. But the act
Former White House Press and foreign policy," Saloschin
executive
through
taxation,
to
the
demand
is
limited
is
You may be hearing a Mt of the last five government
Secretary James C. Hagerty said in an interview.
More about it soon.
bookkeeping years spending being towered and there is less branch. Congress itself is total- has estimated that the Defense
"Our usual position," said
It is a new form of taxation. seceeded inentrP_. by MAI pressure on existing price ly excluded.
DePartment is still holding, on Axelrad, "is that once a docul
evers.
thelkiiise
---Mteniive billion.
-The Senate and
that is =Tie iTery
There are advantages, too. conduct at least one third of a classified basis. '160 million ment is shown to be classified,
study in the Nixon adIf another $20 billion is added
Beside its vast revenue 'their hearings behind locked pages of documents from World the case is over."
ministration. It may be needed an in fiscal 1973, the total soars
'War II and 75 million pages
Both agreed that this position
potential and self-poling
offset a school property tax to more than $97 billion.
doors. Of 504 hearings held dur- from theKorean War. —
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My decisions are confidential,
often top secret, made in the
interest of the nation's security.
I shall never breathe a word of
the government's way of working. For what the public doesn't
know can never hurt me!AnonymousFederallaureaderat
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CAPITAL IDEAS

sssue used
by opp tunists
NEW YORK ="The deepest
sin against the human mind,"
nbserved the late British
. jiologist Thomas IL Huxley,- ;Pis to believe things without
• *vicience."
-7-7 South Dakota Sen. George
McGovern and certain POW
'wives and parents would have
us believe without evidence
that a halt to the bonibing of
: North Vietnam and a negotiated settlement with Hanoi
'vemild resulLin the swift release
-=---!of American POWs.
' Wives and relatives of POWs
have understandingly become
restive and anxious at the lack.
':. d progress toward freeing
. U. S. prisoners of war. But
-' their
assertiv
hardly
Z-corresponds , with
hard
,".evidence and -tq record of
ktianoi when it comes to the
treatment of U. S. POWs.
'1: President Nixon'in his first
%
%television interview of 1972, on
T
television
with
-.CBS
.:correspondent Dan Rather,
sought to assure Americans
e, and relatives of POWs that
e "when the total record is
. published, it will show that we
.. ., have gone the last mile as far
. as POWs are concerned."
. While this is undoubtedly
true, by tying a return of U. S.
POWs with a residual
American force in South
- Vietnam, the President has
.. provided a sharp propaganda
opening for political op: portunists like McGovern.
The POW issue has also given
t. pro-Hanoi forces here at home
a powerful pawn to pressure for
1.
a halt of all bombing in In-:: dochina so as to provide Hanoi
e.a cheap victory in Laos and
:- Cambodia, which they could
e not achieve „in South Vietnam.
'The tragedy of the POWs is that
; all sides are using the issue as a
• pawn for their own purposes.
_ The anxiety of POW relatives
., leaves them open to ex. '•‘
% ploitation to advance the
.t.,- ambitions of McGovern and the
.
- f pro-Hanoi forces.
.i. POW wives have made public
te ents that a bottibing half
.. ---er
and a negotiated settlement
i would bring their loved ones
7 home swiftly and safely.
:- However well-intentioned such
f beliefs might be, it is wishful
thinking and
dangerous
delusion.
The history of the Cornunists in Korea and Inma when it comes to POWs
is both bitter and barbaric.
4 Negotiations for prisoner exchange in Korea took many
long months and were qqt
- achieved until the Chinese
1
- Reds had what they wanted in
, 1; the Korean Armistice of July,
i 19S3.
Despite the 1949 Geneva
i
‘,.. Convention guaranteeing
4 rights to
U. S. POWs,
- 4 American POWs were tortured, abused and used as
--• propaganda pawns. At the end
: of the French-Indochina
: conflictin 1954, Hanoi held on to
: hundreds of captured French
..:,- POWs for as long as two years.
'
el feet, reports persist that
some are still captive.

1

FlOpe that Hanoi will grant an
without
W
early' 41%release
demand'
a high price is
diminished
its past actions.
North Vietnam has never
abided by the 1,949 Geneva.
Convention goveAing treat-Inept of POWs,Oho* it is a
signatory. The InternisOceuil
Red Crags was rebuffed;
Hanoi in 1965 when thk
organization requested a
statement in -writing that _ ft_
would abide by the tre.aty. X"
fact, Hanoi flatly denied it was
bound by the treaty and
claimed it had no application to
Americans, especially airmen
shot down over North Vietnam.
In recent times, moreover,
neutral nations have sought to
intern POWs until the end of
hostilities and'Awl flatly
rejected this offer. North
Vietnam,beginning in 1968, had
a bombing pause over the
North and -in this threeeyear
period refused any release or
even inspection of POW camps.
But they have used the POWs
for both propaganda and bait to
further their aims.
It is dangerous for relatives
of U. S. POWs to throw their
hand in with domestic political
opportunists and pro-Hanoi
forces in the belief this will
bring their loved ones home
without a high and hideous
price demanded by Hanoi.
It would constitute a betrayal
of brave men if their wives and
relatives allowed themselves to
be used in the mistaken notion
that a bombing halt and a
negotiated settlement would
lead to a swift POW return. The
valor and devotion U. S. POWs
have demonstrated would have
been in vain if their own
relatives - in a moment of
understandable weakness would sanction policies of
appeasement of the very
enemy that has treated their
loved ones so barbarically.
St. John Is heard three days a
week on the CBS Radio Network as a "Spectrum" commentator- end Is ifen-eatbMonday, on' the . CBS-TV
"Morning News" with Jell.
Hart.

Soledad Prison
changing its image
Soledad, the grim California
prison, recently got a surprising new image with a
"family day" for the prisoners,
their families, guards and
officials.
Nearly all the 1,500 inmates
and about 4,800 of their wives,
parents and children enjoyed a
picnic, with food brought from
home, soft drinks and other
by
presented
delicacies
sympathizers.
MAFIA PRICE FREEZE
Fa:Apneas In Palermo were
frozen recently by the prefect.
This was in an effort to halt
increasing costs, blamed partly
on the Mafia's alleged control
of street markets.

New form of taxes
getting a hard look
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SWISS CINION ROLLS
Monday January 31
2 1/2 to 3 1/2 cups unsifted
Annual business meeting of
flour
will
_
United
Women
the
Church
_By DAVID LANCASHIRE.
of the local product are in1/3 clip sugar
Hale
the
at
a.m.
9:30
be
held at
Associated Pies: Writer
The Faith Doran Circle of the
dispensable. But farther north
2 teaspeons salr
LONDON (AP) - Ever they substitute a Amt of gin-like Women's Society of Christian Chapel of the First Methodist
'2,packases active dr
,
y yeast'
Church
geMpted- wiTh bieafast?
-jumper spirit br Calvados apple Service of the First United
tablespoons softened butter or
'•
Methodist Church met Tuesday,
You know - bacon- and brandy in the coffee.
margarine"
British country weekend January 18, at two o'clock in the
Tuesday, February 1
1/2 cup very warm tap water
eggs, toast, cereal from a box,
•
The Murray Calloway County
(120 to 130 degrees
fruit juice from a can - same breakfasts often feature --kid---- afternoon at the lovely home of
neys and kedgeree* a sort of Mrs. Bunn Swann on Poplar Teachers Association will meet 2 eggs. at room temperature
old thing every day. Not .so rsh
much
. And when his Bright1 cup grated tifss chges.e
at 2 DAR atbe,yecleral Savings
commuting trant 11's
'1/4 cup minced onion
rit.
it doesn'tWI,
Building.
and Loan
have to be
Meadow
Miss
chair-Huie,
1/4 cup minced parsley
that way, as any enterprising took kippers off the breakfast man, opened the meeting with a
Koska Jones will present the
Lord Laurence Olivier
In a large bowl thoroughly
tourist can find out with a little 'menu,
was so upset he refused to ride prayer by Peter Marshall. program.
stir together 1 cup flour, the
digestive delving into European
the railways until the kippers Reports were given from the
sugar salt and undissolved
breakfast menus:
executive board and general
yeast: add butter. Gradually
In northern France they.liven were restored to the menu.
Many
Germans,
to the dis- meetings. A count will be made
add vers warm water to dry
up the coffee by putting gin in
ingredients and beat 2 minutes
it. Ih Holland some Dutchmen tress of dieticians, don't .eat for each circle at the general
DEAR ABBY What has happened to you? You used to
at medium speed of electric J
eat soup instead Of cornflakes breakfast at all. Those Who do meeting with an award given
to rolls, butter and mari•:.-rt).encourage married couples to do everything within their
,:inglr rhickerr
mixer. scraping boiel•fd. few
In England, it's sometimes stick
=lade. with perhaps an egg for the circle having the best
inkle will' 'salt
power to save their marriages. Lately, you give the imprestunes. Add eggs andi/2 cup
attendance, eliminating the
tomatoes.
And many a and cream cheese added. Some
fried
and pap 'ha Melt one-half
that divorce could be the answer for some couples.
flour
sion
Beat
at
high
speed
2
minRussian - who used
registering
custom
as
of.
to start
juldt
arg
jat
ie=
.
. utes, scraping bowl ,a few._ Why?,
FATIVFDL: READER
the day with caviar - now workers eat not ohe but two previously done.
_Brio u _ • •
the_tecomi being
=
eiseesetordOn.
breakfasts on boded cabbage, - breakfaits
Vaughn
Mrs.
read
Leonard
a
DEAR READER: Because I think its more important
-,1411•S,
444140,V
irtpal
inidrnornipar10.
ng sausage . with
parsley and enough additionat4f"Can you imagine being able
note of thanks from Charlotte
to save people than marriages. And in some cases, in an
1/1W - 11,111111 i-up
butter
flour to make a soft dough.
- to eat that stuff and read a beer. Wealthier Germans often Blackwelder at Western State
Ui
sk lilt
the English breakfast.
add one-tuaf
effort to save the marriage, people have destroyed themCpver: let rise in warm
newspaper written in .Norwe- imitate
The Dutch eat practically Hospital for the gifts sent to the
Crest* inuShselves.
drafttree place until doubled gian at the same time?" wonrooms. cook' over low best
anything on their breakfast patients at Christmas.
about 1 hour Stir down batter.
dered an American visitor not bread
- cheese, meat, or little
nuttilies. Blend inusieMrs. Vernon Roberts and
Fill greased 3 by 1 1/2 inch
DEAR ABBY: Our 7-year-old printed the following
. long ago in Oslo, surveying a slivers
of-chocolate. Nowadays Mrs. Mattie Parker gave a joint
half cup flour auL.two teamuffin-pan -cups about half full.
letter to Santa: "Dear Santa, all I want for Christmas
brtakfast plateload of salami, some dunk the bread in
')(M'Il sugar.
soup. devotional usir Mark 12:18-31
Cover, let rise as erevicausly., -is for my amity to quit
herringsand-chesse...- _
smoking because I love her wept
Dutch ctillthen pfdfer ginger- and closed by reading thoughts
until doubled - about 45 minThe Russian are possibly the
much and don't want her to die. If you bought more toys
bread and peanut butter.
utes.
Bake
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a
preheated
375biggest breakfast eaters in the
of Rev. &anent.
broth and one-fourth cup
for me please give them to some other little boy because
degree oven about 20 minutes__
business:They even have a say- --And,-Ubout.-the--soupThe guest-_saker,- -Mrs,-+-4rethorr-- Apr.*.
all I want is a Mommy who doesn't cough aynicre,
Setve
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or
r4eat.
- ItWaboOTit-nt-yout-bffiltFain, was introduced by
I. st wring constantly.
doesn't get nervous when she can't find a cigaret butt.
Mato soup is-recommended by
about 18.
fast alone, share your lunch
Thank You.
theDutch as a hangover cure Mrs. A.L. Rhodes. She' used _ Add chicken; cover and
BILLY"
' with a friend and give your Nobody knows why. but maybe "Flowers of the Holy Land" as
•inirlicr 30 minutes or until
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French Toast
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so because the rest of me is okay.-FUNNY-LOOKING GIRL
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earning her the name, Wildand a bowl of coffee, usually
until serving time In a slow
containers
your
ears, tool in the bands of a plastic surgeon, so cheer
flower
of
the
Holy
Land,
consumed while standing up or
where
Provide small fry with plenty
oven. It's egreat way to keep
up, Honey.
dashing for the door. They ot soap ana clean _ towels, flowers grow more profusely on tour there.
toast moist while flavoring It
make up for it later with mare- 'r.
Mrs. Swann, assistedby -F
,
1 :
-deliciously if It has to wait for
Re ated hand washings help to than any place on earth, She is
..,_,P
aei a__ rob,. e _ e
then lunch hours
_______,ninv_approaching.her 90thbirth- Calista_ClantonnadMis..„Mattie__ batakfasters._
_ . DEAR ABBY: That letter from a nosy neighbor who
In other partsof the country "''
way -. g na •
wants to know if it's normal for a boy Who's in the 8th
- -- day.
Parker,served refreshments to
it's coffee with boiled milk and
Turkey Salad
grade to kis; his mother goodbye every morning; sounds
•
Mrs. Fain closed by showing the fifteen rbembers and three
chicory in it with cheese, saDry lips? Mix baby cream pictures of fourteen different visitors, Mrs:Lancaster, Mrs.
like my neighbor. Please inform her that an my sons,
Add elegance to turkey or
lami or honey. In the witi_e-__, with./hc_lipeock to nurse.them _flowers thriving in
_
ranging in age from 5 to 21, kiss me _goodbye in,the mornthe
cliicken
Viet
with
roasted
land__Eain,.._
..Rebertai
and
.
Miss
-----iii.Wiii-i•eiions is- glisii-or two book Le.beauty.
slivered-sumoods.
ing, Fin-sure I don'i-knme where they gef such "abnormal"
around Palestine she saw while Whitnah.
idees. From their father, I guess, who's been doing it for n
years.
LUCKY IN GRANADA HILLS, CAL.

Mrs. Cletu_s_Fain
• Breakfast in Europe Guest
Speaker..For_
Is Served Many Ways Faith Doran Group
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CaLm dam

Saving the rn_a_FLiaz
destroy the partners

Chicken breasts
Veronique

Oatmeal trend

'
VERSATILE-Cotton knit itel
a figurative print of prancingli
thoroughbreds shapes a tunic for sports by land or sea. By
Crazy Horse, the tunic can
, be worn solo or as an instant
, swimsuit topper for quickcriature arastry.

TOBACCO
DOLLARS

Earn Ali Extra
Quarter Here!

Olives defined

--

isecoci,e f

•f9
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By NANCY ANDERSON
She was originally Margarita
Copley News Service
Carmen Cansino, the supple
HOLLYWOOD - The "Love daughter of a dancer and
Goddess" sat in a booth of a dancing teacher, Eduardo
Beverly
Hills drugstore Cansino, who trained her to
_ drinking Coffee, black with becifitie his dancing'partner.
Al 17, she married 40-yearsaccharine_
Rita Hayworth is reputed to old Ed Judson, her early-days
be shy and silent with the press, business manager, the first of
and she sometimes is her five husbands and the only
monosyllabic whether- she's one_whase name wasn't at
shy or not. But three days some time or another a
before she was to report for her household word. Or almost a
,.work in Mexico in "The Wrath household word.
She was sighed to a Columbia
of God," a picture to co-star
Robert Mitchum, she bubbled Pictures contract during the
with good-humored
con- colorful dictatorship, of studio
boss, Harry Cohn. Yet Rita
versatien.
In the 1940s, WitithrOp credits derions other than Cohn
Sergeant, writing a cover story (almost anybody other than
for Life magazine, called the Cohn) with her success.
"I'm not saying hard things
former Margarita Carmen
Camino "The Love Goddess," about the studio contract
and nobody argued. The girl system," Rita exlained across
with the tawny hair and in- her blackcoffee," just about
viting figure was accepted as that studio ( Columbia); that
boss Cohn). He was exsuch all over the world.
Today at 52 ( if a news story ceptional. My situation there
which gave her age in 1957 was was a unique kind of thing. I
activate), Rita is no longer the had talent, and they didn't
-Slinky, sexy, siren of "(Mkt's," teach me anything.
but, an the oh haritt
-Aers- "IINTy Cohn thought of me
still a superior dish. And, as -one of the people, he could
besides, any waxier' with Bye exploit and make a lot of
ex-husbands, including Aly matey. And I did make a lot of
- -much for
Khan and Orson Wes, a money[orutM
daughter who is bona fide
Again a smile, Rites marprincess, and more. _starring
roles in pictures to her credit velouashuie, broke off coon' - CVCWlWrfiiMI--CATE
"Yes;of course, I've had low
remember, simply has to be
'points in my life. All people
exceptional.
. For her drugstore date and have low points. But I don't
interview, Rita wore a camel- regret anything that I've done.
"George Cukor was really
tan midi-coat, a modest
amount of makeup, and no responsible for my career.
jewelry except a plain, gold When Cary Grant and
ring like a wedding band.
'Katharine Hepburn were
Rantembering that she and making 'The Philadelphia
"
-Mitchum had worked together Story,' I was tested to play the
in 1956 in "Fire Down Below," younger sister, but I didn't get
she said she was looking for- the part, because I was too
"ward to their upcoming en- Young.
counter, because her co-star is
"Still Cukor thought he had
not only a good actor but an found adifiething in me, so he
interesting one.
made extensive tests and then
"Mitchum plays a priest who went to Cohn and told him that I
has -well, he's rather - well, could be a star
he's lost some of his faith, but
"He insisted that Harry send
during the picture he gets it me to a teacher for voice
back,"
Rita
recounted. placement lessons. The teacher
"There's lots of action. It's a taught me French, because
kind .of mystic thing.
that's a very difficult language
"I'm a woman who has - a which makes the tongue very
hacienda."
flexible.
^
Smiles separated Rita's
"After George left Columbia,
words.
the studio wouldn't pay for my
lessons, so I paid for than
For • quick, dry shampoo,s myself for a while. But I never
dust. in super-absorbent baby did learn to wit French.
'later, when
powder and then brush it out.
Being in

rim

Paris, I studied every day for
four months with a teacher
from the Sorbonne. At the end
of four months, I could say,
*Bon jour.'
"Lear-Cukor -borrowed mefor a small part in 'Susan and
God.' All I had to
was-carry
a tennis racket, but I got-to sit
on the set and watch artists
work. That was at MGM. At

Columbia, you couldn't do that.
because they didn't have one an artist, I mean. Well, they did
have ode, bat you weren't
allowed to sit on the set and
WaTelT
"Somme el5e_who hel.Peid me was Fred Astaire. He came
to Columbia to make a picture,
and told Harry Cohn he needed
a dancer to be his partner.

"Cohn said We don't have
one.'
"Astaire. said, 'Yes, you do.
Eduardo. Canstrio's daughter. I
know her father's work, and, if
she's-danced IxItti- ttirrr, she
must be all right.'
"SO I -danced with Fred
Astaire. I was terrified, but
didn't tell him. He was so nice
tome."

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 A.M.-10 P.M.
Monday-Saturday
.110 6 P.M. SUNDAY

January Special!
— NATIONALLY ADVERTISED —
beautiful "Lady Pepperell"
.tdwels and washcloths...

WestPoint
Pepperell

4hopert....

Thick. .lovely

Bath Towels

Full Size

Reg. 2is3.00

Soft, fluffy terry cloth towels with
beautiful ';Lady Pepperell" designs in

stripes, solids, and the elegant
Durango Jacquard Colors of blue,
gold, red, green, and many others to
liven up any bathroom decor Bath
Towels 22"x44"; Hand Towels 163125'', washcloths 12"xl 2"

Hand Towels
Reg. 84'

Washcloths
Reg. 48'

/•",,N
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PtiGE FOUR

South Carolina BlastsNorthern Illinois 83-72

I 1•1'14_6_11'
•

a

Henry Wihnore scored 26
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports.Writer points„ includin& eight straight
- Here come South Carolina's in a crucial second-half drive,
Gamecocks, loaded as usual. to help Michigan stun Ohio
And the big shot is a tonuny State, which was playing with--out injured Luke Witte and
,:.12isplayingiypicaLtagsbreark Weer.
Mike Stewart, fite No.(Held
big firepower, Frank McGuire's
itth-ranked basketball team goal percentage shooter in the
douted No. 19 Northern Illinois country, scored 18 points to
13-72 Saturday night behind lead Santa Clara over Southern
Cal.
om Riker's 34-point blast.
Corky Calhoun scored 24
It was another great night
points as Penn moved into a tie
for Riker," said McGuire.
It certainly was. Riker, who with Princeton for the Ivy
scored 42 points to help South League lead and Ron King and
Carolina whip Fordham in New Otto Petty combined for 39
York-test Thursday, made 15 of points.to pace Florida State.
In other games No. 13 Brighis 22 field goal attempts
ham Young walloped Wyoming
against Northern Illinois.
The blazing shot-making 101-74; No. 14 Marshall de:
ves him 34 of 43 in the last feated Morris Harvey 78.68;„
o games, a little better than No. 16 Minnesota scored a 61-50
victory over Iowa; and No. 20
per cent from the field.
While McGuire boosted his Missouri turned back Colorado
Op pin he also awarded team 79-67.
(superlatives.
7nThis

I A

rn

For

Tigers

By DAVID,MILL
. - _effort. They nearly tough( the
Well, the swamp-rats and the
stunned Etengals late in the
cream-eaters met head-on in a game, but couldn't hold on to
basketball duel Saturday night take the lead.
and, for the second time this
With 2:46 remining, Murray
-yaar, ,--the---erearn-entors-7 sewed on- a --lerip--by- Porter
( Murray High Tigers) came out McCuiston to make it 51-44.
on top.
Quite a comfortable lead for the
It was a fight to thefinish, little time remaining; so the
though, with the swampers Tigers thought.
(Calloway County Lakers)
The Lakers had other plans,
behind only one point with 1:19 though. Greg Howard conremaining to play, before nected on a jump shot with two
falling behind and losing 57-54. minutes remaining and it was
The Lakers just couldn't 51-46. Then, with 1:32 to go,
shake off a third quarter cold James Wells went up for a shot
streak from the floor. After under the
basket and was
coining on the floor after in- fouled as the ball rolled in for
termission, they went nearly two more points. That made it
four minutes without making a 51-48. Wells missed his free
siniP' point.
throw, and Howard grabbed the
Not that the visiting Tigers rebound, quickly put it up and
were inactive during this in and it was a new ballgame at
period. They were quite busy 51-50.
racking up eleven points to take
But the Tigers quickly ran up
II .
nf. __the_ game 40.26, a five point lead-en two freewith 3:57 left to play in the third throws by -Porter McCuiston
and a field goal by Dean Willis,
--Yetyldom-00-1WIT .11ifire and it was all over for the home
evenly matched teams take the team.
-floor against each other.
Porter McCdiston took highi
Calloway jumped out in front scoring laurels with a gamequickly from the outset, as they high 23 points. McCuiston
usually do, and led 12-11 at the grabbed off nine rebounds. He
end of the first quarter. Murray was the only Bengal to reach
High found themselves, though, double figures.
and pulled out in front and— Johnny Stockdale paced the
Dever fell behind. By the end of-losers with 18 points.- James the half, they led by five, 29-24. Wells followed with 15 points
Coming out of the dressing and 10 rebounds. Greg Howard
,the tetra scored once, pitched' in 10- markers a
On a field Pal by freshman pthered in four rebounds.
cenler- Jaineif-Wells, before
Calloway made only 31 per
going into that four-minute.Cold cent of their field goal attempts.
streak. Johnny Stockdale broke The Tigers made 41 per-tent of
the spell with a jumpshot, and their shots from the field
the Lakers had pulled back to good. Calloway won the battle of
within 11,43-32, by the end of the the boards with a .total of 30
period.
rebounds to Murray's 21.
Calloway outscored their
SCORING
visitors 22-14 during the lest` Calloway(M(-Wells 15, 10
quarter, in a valiant comeback rebounds,Shelton 2,3 rebounds,

Deacon In Shock
Over Recent Swap

Raba

•

01.•11_111

rebounds-W.Yett-a• 2 rebounds, Stockdale 16, 1
rebound,Ferguson 4, I rebound,
Howard 10, 4 rebounds,
Thompson 2, 2 rebounds.
"
Munny_.High.49.1
9, P. McCoiston M,9 rebounds,
Foster 6, 3 rebounds, Willis 8, 2
rebounds, T. McCuiston 9, 4
rebounds, Landolt, 1, Luther 2, 1
rebound.

Thomas Arrested
For Possession
Of Marijuana
DALLAS AP) — Duane
Thomas, the running back who
let his ball-carrying speak for
him as he led the Dallas Cowboys to the National Football
League championship, was up
against a new adversary today.
Thomas-, 24; and his younger
brother Bertrand, 21, were arrested near Greenville, Tex..
Sunday and charged with possession of marijuana, a felony.
Officers searching for a stolen aukomobile allegedly found
two bags of marijuana in a car
being driven by the Dallas star.
The pair was released on
bond of $5,000 each, posted by 4.
Greenville lawyer, 'Larry
-Green; after speiiilingeboutalx-- hours in custody,'"
Highway,,-Pitrolman Wendel
eter anf—
Deputy Sheriff Norrnatitray arrested the Thomas
brothers about 12 miles west of
Greenville on Interstate 30 as
they looked for a stolen car
similar to the luxury model
Thomas was driving.
While looking inside the car
for its engine number, Gray
said, he smelled marijuana
smoke. Further search turned
up two bags of the weed.

illend°us vict"Y on the mad
=died McGuire.
Pordham win- was great, but
this one was better.
"Northern 'Illinois is a tre-tnendous basketball club. They - LOS ANGELES..4.AP.),Used every defense in the book quarterbacks-feting the Los
and hurt us with their press in Angeles Rams,the departure of
the second half. They also had David "Deacon" Jones will be
a relief. To Jones it's a shock.
the home crowd advantage."
"That hurt me. I'm in
-! South Carolina eartiectiticry before a noisy crowd of shock," the veteran defensive
p,000 at Chicago Stadium in end said Saturday after learnthe first game Or117-double- ing of the trade that sent him
Seeder. Marquette, the nation's to the San Diego Chargers
cond-ranked club, defeated along, with two other players
Loyola of Chicago 69-67 in the for linebacker Jeff Staggs and
three draft choices.
aecond game.
Top-ranked UCLA clobbered
His reaction matched that of
outmanned Notre Dame 5732; many fans, who regardedothe 6fourth-rated Louisville tripped foot-5, 250-pounder, an 11-year
Bradley 52-46; No. 5 North veteran and seven-time All-Pro,
GET AWAY!-James Wells (40) of Calloway holds the ball away from the hands of Murray's
Carolina smashed No. 18 Mary- as still a peerless defensive
land 92-72; Michigan trimmed player despite. injuries which Tyrone McCuiston (32) while Johnny Stockdale (34) waits for Wells'throw.
Staff photo by David full
No. 6 Ohio State 88-78; seventh- slowed him last season.
ranked Southern Cal lost to
Santa Clara 83-73; No. 9 Penn
Crushed Princeton 82-59; No. 10
Florida State clouted Florida
Southern 84-63 and No. 15
Hawaii trounceditedlands 84-50
in other top games.
Marquette put on a full-court
press to erase a seven-point
jinKE pp
.
frers of calioway_ cmoty
rebound that gave the Tigers
halftime disadvantage and the Ledger
a
Tunes
sports
Writer
galloped
to a 83-69 victory over a five-point - lead over the
When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
Warriors had to scrap all the
;
A three game winning streak the Rebels.ln doing so, Cothran Lakers."-Foster, much undeo
way to bestupstarts.
Loyola's
you
get
a lot more tha• a stripped down
"We were fortunate to win," doesn't really sound that im- was held to 20 points by the rated, ls been a big lift for the_4, •
starting
point for an option list.
action.
to
pressive.
return
But
his
it
is
since
certainly
Tigers
Laker
defense.
said Marquette Coach Al
something to build on. That's
After Saturday night's 58-54 the Second semester._ ,Jimmy
You get a complete car, dressed with
McGuire. "We played well in
the way the Murray High Tigers Tiger win over Calloway Bramley has been playing his
all the trimmings.Datsun doesn't believe
the second half and I think
we're starting to find ourselves. are sitting as they prepare for Clunty, the Murray dressing best ball of the_ season in the,last
in that old game of charging extra for all
Everyone thinks that we should tomorrow night's all important room showed more spirit than three Murray wins.
the things that make a car fun to drive and
sophomore
clash
centerwith
the
South
at
Marshall
anytime
this
year.
Youulg
*in by 25 or 30 points, but it's
Ftebels.
just
nice to own.
McCuiston
is
The attitude seems to be that .Tlcone
hot in the cards. We're not that
After.,afilow start at the outset if the Lakers can beat South beginning to come into his own.
Theres_only one way_ to_buy-a-Datsun.- •
of the season, Coach Bob Toon's Marshall, then we can and we Along with brother, Porter, the
Complete.
And at a_price that-makes the
UCLA_ shrugged off Notre dial grb have regrouped and are
going to. Thai-is- what Tigers possess two men whoareDatsun
1200
the best value for your,dollar.
• Dame's stall-ball tactics to win now own a 9-5 slate for the
makes a winner, confidence. combining for 25 rebounds a
be 16th game this year, the 31st season. The South Marshall AMat
Drive
a
Datsun...
then decide.
also
Lanning
a
is
Adam
game.
test, Murray High is
river two seasons arid the 161st game tomorrow night can be a gaining
the confidence heeded potential threat to the opin the last 166 outings.
turning point of the season.
pgsition tanning grabbed 15
to Inake a winner.
4-speed .
Louisville 11190 dealt with a
Murray now has the meak_or-:-Oirefthe hist three victories,--rebounds 1iuthe T get's
Power flow
tlowed-down game, althntligh the schedule facing them. After
Vinyl
fully
synchronized
Murray hes-playedits-best-ball demolition job of Farmington ,
ventilation.
not as exaggerated, to beat the dash with the Rebels, the of
the'year. Porter McCuiston last Tuesday.
bucket
seats.
stick
shift.
Missouri Valley Conference col- Nets will face a stiff test on hog
The Tigers are just beginning
• act,a •
in those
-league
the' road Friday' age-twit-the--'4441-,-L-Tataarr ow. "-night-'5—
"We feel a team can't stay rugged Ballard Bombers. The three wins and has been the contest" will hold the key for the
take
Five-main-beari-ng engine.
charge
n
on
gas cap.
the
floor.
with us physically," said Louis- Tigers have a game apiece left
future. .
thing the Tigers
ville forward Ron Thomas. Yivith the two top ranked teams That is
0-60 in under 15 seconds,
•."I'hey try to run with us, in the region, Carlisle County have lacked this season.
around 30 miles/gallon.
Dean Willis has blossomed
they're going to get beat and if and Mayfield.
they try to stall, they're going
Murray has faced South into one of the „finest junior
fo get beat."
Marshall once this season and guards in the region. Willis, or
Robeii,ACAdoo scored 20 dropped a 8045 decision to their "Mr. Consistent", has,sparked
ints to lead fast-breaking hosts.in that contest, the Tigers the defense time and time again
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
irth Carolina over Maryland's blew a five point lead at the in the past few weeks. The
1
2 guard had been Team
'tough Terrapins.
halftime • and fell prey to the spirited 6-0/
W..L
- Maryland is a very dan- Rebels' full eoqrt press in the coming up with many important
Mutual
of
Omaha
49
23
steals
pinpoint
and
passing
his
gerous team," said North Caro- second half to lose the game.
All Jersey
45 27
has
lead
to
quite
a
few
timely
lina Coach -Dean Smith. "I
Caesar's
4.4
,
2
Porter hiettliston scored 26
27'4
_feared that Maryland would points in that game, but the assists.
_
Fenton & Hodge
43',
28'
,
.Don't
forget
the
ether
guards.
out-rebound us, and they did. iZebels' Sherman Cothran fired
Jerry's
42 30
Full deluxe
.
Little Thurman Foster came, WinChester Printing
They had a lot more posses
40 32'
The_atary _might be_i*L.
wheel covers.
,
L15d00-7from
19- _33__
re sawrday night ifl AZOSZ
—sion
s-Uut itill-Tve were able to ferent tomorrow night.
CorvetteLanes
37 35
1
a "
35 37
Since that meeting, the the closing minute and tipped in Lindsey's
Rubber face
Whitewall tires

Tigers Prepare For Tuesday
Clash With South Marshall

BOWLING
STANDINGS

i

Colonial Bread

Overflow Crowd Expleta For
Murray-Western Game Monday
By JOE TOM ERWIN
games. Murray has beaten
, MSU Sports
Eastern and lost to Morehead,
Although the informat' game won't Tech and East Tennessee. The
have the significance of those of Hilltoppers had an overall
recent years, Murray State and redord of 7-7 going into a
Western Kentucky are expected Saturday ight game with
to play before the usual over- Aifsfip
at Western.
low crowd tonight at Murray. Milita.y was
going into its
' For the first time in at least Saturday snight contest with
years, the result of the Middle Tennessee.
urray-Western game will not
ur
Forward Jerry Dunnis
determine the leader in the
leading the Toppers in scoring
'Ohio Valley Conference. and rebounding with averages
*iestern is 2-2 in the OVC and is of 19.4 and 10.9. Terry Davis is
in a four-way tie for third place. averaging 11.9 points, Jerome
?Autrey itf 1-3 and in a tiro-way Perry •10.9, Granville Bunting
lie for seventh, Neither, 8.2, and Tony Stroud 6.8.
"tweeter,-trronstdered- not--of - 'ThRacers inisy-tave
scoring ace, Les Taylor, back in
the league rite.
beaten action for the game. Taylor
Western
has
Morehead and East Tennessee averaged 2676 points in the first
and lost to Tennessee Tech and 9 Racer games before breaking
Eastern. Kentucky in league a finger. Other leading Murray

t

scorers are Ron Williams with a
15.6 average; Marcelous
Starks„15.3; Bill Mancini, 11.9,
and Steve Barrett, 8.1.
The Toppers are averaging
84.3 and 49.1. Murray is
averaging 77.7 and 42.8 to. Opponents' 72.0 and 39.1. ,
The Murray and Western
freshmen teams will play a
preliminary to the yarsity
contest. The prelim will begin at
5:30 p.m., the varsity genie at
7:30. Murray'sfreshmen,9-3 for
the season, handed third-ranked
Paducah Ceft*Tal0_4_ C.91,1W
its first loss of the. season
Wednesday.
•
The Racer-Hilltopper gameis
sell-out and no tickets will be
sold at the door.
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32 40

State Farm Insurance_
1P,
Murray Auto Parts
23 49
Moose Lodge 1
19' 7 52'
High Team Game (SC)
Mutual of Omaha
937
Corvette Lanes
935
All Jerfey
' 903
High Team'Game (HC)
Corvette Lanes
1063
State Farm Insurance
1055
Moose Lodge 2
1054
High Team Series (SC)
Fenton & Hodge
2629
All Jersey .
2605
Mutual of Omaha
2579
High Team Series (HC)
Fenton & Hodge
2859
Moose Lodge?
2930
Mutual of Omaha
7917
High Ind. Game(SC)
T. C. Hargrove
• •
ns
Paul Lawrence
229 200
Marvin Burkett
223 211
High Ind. Game (HC)
.,
Paul Lawrence
I
257
T. C. Hargrove
248
J. C. McDaniel
246
High Ind Series (SC)
Marvin Burkett
637
Paul Lawrence
606
Paul Buchanan
605
•
High Ind. Series HC)
Marvin Burkett
Paul Lawreoce
Paul Buchanag_
ilidh Averages
Derinfs Goodwin s
Dori Abet
T. C. Hargrove
• Dan Jones
Lyman Dixon
Steve Seltzer
lim Washer

PAGE Fri

26-tooV
turning circle.

--bumper-guards(front cuid rear).
Front disc brakes.
-

All these no-cost extras make the
Datsun 1200a great value for

$ 97600 DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

• 14191••ugspeanod retail pew.•Irr
Irnigh, and hltendhng

ng

Ileefto•
jeepayanon

See it now at your Datsun dealer.

LASSITER-McKIN
NEY DATSUN
"Open Evenings Til 1100"
604 So, 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

Newton
Sanders
Allman
Brant'y
Hess
Schaper
Totals)
Kentucky
Parker
Stamper
Andrews
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Lyons
Drewitz
Stephens
Hollen'ck
Edelman
Perry
Totals
Louisiana
Kentucky
Fouled
Total fi
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) --'-- A
determined and confident Alabama Crimson Tide, still hop__ Ing_ for .0 Shot at the Smalleastern Conference basketball
title, invades Kentucky tonight
for what could be its most im-portant game.
"They're..saYing-doimin
lus`
caloosa that if they could win
one of the two games in this
weekend's road trip, they still
could compete for the conference championship," a Kentucky scout said.
Assistant Coach Gale Catlett
-aid the Alabama thinking is
that the Tide has a better
chance against, Kentucky than
Tennessee,to whom they lost by
only two points Saturday at
Knoxville.
"Tennessee is the kind of
team that can hold the ball on
you, especially at home. we
play more of the kind of game
that Alabama likes to play,"
Catlett said.
Catlett said the Tide is a
ilar team to ISU, an 89-7,1 -vic?
tim of Kentucky Saturday night
when'the--WIldniotit.
flawless play from, their:
guards.
"In fact," coach Adolph Rupp
-said litter, -if you can name
any two guards in the United
States who have played better
than that, I'd sure like to hear
all* them.",
_.Stan Ky at One guard hit 12
of them from outside, for 24
points,
just three shy of
-teammate- Jim Andrews
took game honors.
, -*If we never get another
from Hazel, Ky. (Key's home
town) we've done alright with
Key," Rupp said.
Key's runniqg mate, Ronnie
Lyons, scored only nine points,
but game films showed he either stole the ball from ISU,or
assisted ins steal, nine times.
He ano had half a dozen assists, connected on four of nine
shots from the field and hit his
only free throw attempts.
LSU had 21 turnovers, nearly
twice as many as Kentucky,
bid almost half of those came
When Lyons committed ball
robbery or was an accessory to
one.
Kentucky also found new life
on its bench in the person of
Elmore Stephens, a football
player who decided to lend a
hand to the cagers earlier in
the season when they seemed
in Irouble.
-I•dhly regret that he waited
so long to come out for practice," Rupp said.
---"ff-be had been Ur
weeks earlier he mlght$ our
starting forward now."
Stephens was called Upon
when Larry Stamper got into
foul trouble. While he scored
only two points, he put on a defensive show by quieting the
shooting arms of ISU's 25-point
scorer Al Sanders. •
only_srent after
Sanders, but I think he intimidated him," Rupp said:
Sanders was aided u the LAU
scoring column by Bill Newton
with 22 points and Tommy
Hess, in a substitute role, with
a dozen.,
Lyons, sporting a black eye
and a cut that took eight
stitches to close after -a collision in predict, 'opened the
Kentucky scoring with a threepoint Play following' a theft.
1.5U never caught up.
Kentucky led by as many as
1 in the first half and 18 in the
second,

rrdS

nest

-Temple- Newton
Sanders
Allman
Brant'y
I less
Schaper
Totala
Kentucky (MI

G FT
•
4310 2-3 22
9 7-1225
0 1-1 1
1 9-2 2
6 0-0 12
1 1-2 3
30 11-M 71

FT
7 4-4
Parker
Stamper
0 1-1
12 3-4
Andrews
12 0-0
Key
4 1-1
Lyons
2 2-2
Drewitz
0 2,5
Stephens
10-0
Hollen'ck
0 0-0
Edelman
0 0-0
Perry
38 13-17 89
Totals
35 36-71
Louisiana
Kentucky
42 47-89
Fouled out-Stamper
Total fouls-ISU • 14, Kentucky 17
A- 11,500

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Monday-Saturday
.1-6_PK Sunday

am.
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START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT WITI:
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Ladies
Extra Size

PANTY HOSE
fffliettoffee or Beige

•4 to Package
•Nylon Reinforced Heel and Toe

novuthin $ 1111 00
pkg.

Reg. '1.54

MEWS UNDERWEAR
Close Out Special!
loovcombeci_Conon _shape

HOLD EVERYTHING-ban Luther (24) and Jerry Duncan (44) can't seem to stop in time to watch
Tyrone McClinton (32) get elf this shot against Calloway Saturday night. Murray High won the battle
57-54.

Racers Win Road Game
Over Middle Tennessee
The Murray State Racers,
playing with Les. Taylor for the
negt time in several weeks,
downed the Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders by the score of 7364.
_
Taylor had suffered a broken
hand three weeks ago, injured
In a non-conference clash with
Louisiana College. Taylor.was

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Ohio Valley Conference
basketball race is -five games
old but just two minutes Saturday night enabled Eastefn
c y assume sole possession
the league lead.
Eastern Kentucky reeled off
10 straight points in those IwO
' tes in the Colonel? pivotal
me with Tennessee Tech:
surge broke open a tight
ntest and handed the Colonels
a 104-93 victory - and first
lace.
The two squads had been tied
or the conference lead entering
contest.
In other results Saturday
'ght, Western Kentucky rapAustin Peay 106.73; Muray clipped Middle Tennessee
--and -- st -Teririesied immed Morehead 63-Br-Tonight's game are East Ten- at--Eastern -- KentuCky,
Western Kentucky at Murray;
ennessee Tech at Morebead
nd Middle Tennessee at Austin
Peay.
Charlie Mitchell poured in 39
ints in Eastern Kentucky's
victory at Cookeville over Tech,
which led at halftime 42-41. Al
Lewis, with 33 points, paced
ech.
The Colonels' 10-point streak
came midway in the second
half and stretched a 61-55 lead
to 71-55.

Henry White's 25-fool jumper
at the buzzer gave East Tennessee its second straight conference victory after losing
three straight. He had 37
points.
Western Kentucky broke a 5-5
tie in Bowling Green and pulled
steadily away • from Austin
Peay, leading 43-24 at halftim
Western is now 3-2 in the conference -whiti the Govs are 2-3:
The Hilltoppers Jerry Dunn,
EARTHQUAKE
with 20 points, led the winners'
On Jan. 14, 1907, an earth- scoring. Game honors went to
Kingston, Austin Peay's Greg
struck
quake
Kirunan
Jamaica, killing 1.000 persons. with 27.

the leading scorer in the OVC
and.ranked 8th in,the nation.
Taylor, a 6-4 juniOr from
Carbondale, M., scored only
eight points while dashing in
and out.of the..action, but four
other Racers hit in double
figures to guide the MSU
trantiph.
The victory leaves Murray.
with a 2-3 league worksheet and
a 10-5 overall mark. Middle.
also 2-3 in the OVC after losing
its third straight.. league encounter, stands at 8-5 fOr the
campaign.
--Trailing 35-33at intanniaaion
the Racers outscored the host
-Raidert 40-29 after the break to
take the key victory. The score
was deadlocked 16 times during
the hectic action, the last time
being at 60 with 349 left.
Murray spurted away with
nine straight points after that
last deadlock,the widest lead of
the entire game for either
To that point, neither team had
ledby more than six:
'
The blitz left Murray on top
69-60 with- only 55 seconds left.
Both teams fired up 56
fielders in the game, but
Murray owned a 28-24 advantage in that department
with a 50 per cent effort frixn
the floor. The Racers also found
success at the stripe, hitting 17

retaining_
Too_Shirts or_ •
-;Sizes &M-6X

Assorted_ Hershey

"LCANDY BARS
Choc.-Choc. with Almonds
Reg.
2/78'

of 23 while the Blue Raiders Mt
16 of 22.
Sophomore_center Marcelo=
Starks paced Murray's scoring
with 15 points while guards
Steve Barrett and Ron Williams
each checked in with 14. Senior
forward Bill Mancini cashed 11)
for the Racers.
Mancini's 10 rebounds and
Starks' nine gave MSU a slight
35-29 rebound edge over the host
quint.
Terry Johnson's 15 points led
Middle Tenneessee's surge.
The Racers return home for
the first time in almost two
weeks tomorrow night to tangle
with atch-rival - Western Kentucky University, a 106-73
winner over Austin Peay last
night. Tipoff at the Sports Arena
Monday will be at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. Goodbar

PAINT BY
NUMBER
-VOW MASTER
2-8"x10" Pictures or
1-87)(10" Velvet

COSMETIC
-PUFFSloItPackage

MUSSAT SWATS
StOve Warretl .1544Steve Brown
44
Les Taylor
34
Ron Williarms . 34
Mark House . 3-3
Bill Mancini
44
Marvelous Starks 4-14
Totals
1414111

3-3
1
0-0
3
2.5
7
74
0
04
5
10
2-2
34
9
17-23 35

TONNISSIN
'Player
9111114 0en4
Cheater Brews 4-11
3.4
Herman Sykes . 4142
1-3
-Um Drew
.. 541
14
Kamm Bonner . 114
3-3
Terry Johnsen 013
3-3
Nick Prather - 14
10
B. Yarborough 0-2
2-2
Totals
1444 10-32

4$1

13
13
10
IS
73

rb IC
8 13
I 13
4 ii
1
14 15
1
3
29 64

2 To A Pkg. $ 1 00
I pkg.

30
Daytime

PAMPERS
Keeps Baby Drier!
Reg.'1.72

STEP
STOOL
•Sturdy Construction
The Murray State freshmen's
96-94 upset of Paducah Community College Wednesday
night, brought their season
reeord to 9-3 and avenged the
second-Of their three defeats.
The young Racers had
previously avenged a loss to the
Southern Illinois freshmen by
beating the Salukis 106-82 on the
Murray floor. They had lost to
SIU 10044 at Carbondale. Their
third loss was to the University
of Illinois, 96-94 on the Illinois
door. Since that loss. Dec. 16,
they have Won six straight.
Paducah had won 15 straight
games this season and was the
ranked junior college team in
the nation before its loss to
Murray. The Indians had
beaten the Racers 86-72. at
Murray early in the season.
Mike-Colernan,-64 -forward
iron' Gary, Ind., has paced the
Racers in both scoring and
rebounding. He's averaging 32.7
points and 19.1 rebounds- a
game. He's connected on 54.7

•Bright Red

percent of his field goal attempts. T.('. Jamison, 6-6
center from South Bend, Ind.,
has averaged 22 point and 12.8
rebounds, and hit 58.2 percent
of his field goal attempts. He's
also the,team's best free-throw
shooter with a percentage 'of
Darnell Add!,6-0 guard from
East Chicago, Ind., is the
team's playmaker and has also
contributed 17.8 points a game.
Larry Keller,A6-1 guard from
Elwood, Ind., has averaged 6.8
paints; Ronnie Redmon, 6-6
forward from Valley Station,
6.4; and Pete Roney, 6-4 forward from Murray 4.0.
Left on the freshmen schedule
are home-and-home games with
OVC foes Middle Tennessee,
Western K-entucky, and Austin-,
Peay; home games With
Coahoma Jr. "College, UT Partin, and Martin Oilers, and
away games with Kentucky
iWzlsevyiane. and University of_
ll

$

1 00

Spray Disinfectant
Economy Size
14-oz.

APOLLO
REVERSIBLE

Kills Germs!
Reg. s-1.47
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Fern Terrace Lodge New
Modern Retirement Home
Fern Terrace Lodge, at 1505
Stadium View Drive, was
'- the new
yeat began. It will accOmmodate..seventy-one
residents. The facilities were
carefully planned so that no
needs of the residents would be
neglected.
The bedrooms,are large and
the
well-ventilated, and
bathrooms ere modern and
each private &porn has a private

For warm sun-shiny days, a
bath. Bedrooms have one wall
in attractive wallpaper with the large porch offers an invitation
other throe walls done in4ieste1 to..6it ii the-sun_and YieW*Ibe
beautiful Roman fountain,
colors.
The living room is large and complete with colored lights at
attractively decorated, as is the night.
A game room with colorful
entire interior. The living room
is grouped with a color game tables and a billards table
television in onerea, and a provide recreation for the
residents and staff.
reading area in another.
The- resident's private
The Lodge has a beauty shop
and barber shop with a barber physician meet their medical
needs and In the event of an
and beautjsian on call.

,_i_,745turdy.V.oys.esichntivirs7611011a
- offers beauty bonus
'e as no surIt will corn,
prise to today's sophisticat- cid homeowner that it now

Purdom to
Head-iodg

i2
i
c i•
Open ' ---lcogilbl
r ':
:
e e
-aiuntyhwtiloalsac
firing any of the other es- •
aentials—protection, we.ath- •'
emergency the house physician, er-resistance, or lowDr. John ....4kiertermous,-, is maintenance. However, in

l"LieJILIIIMAjligighillthe maY neglect 1
'
aci-e- t,;ha
" or buying.
ng
- m'
av
;
lia
l Zegir.e ber..
ddi
vit
local
ministers to conduct to take full aa
1like the
)
religious services on Sunday bewiandueteyravnabZrienetyr4.
styles.
morning and to have Sunday
of available
evening vespers,
siding styles, like an amAccording to the personnel at' barrassment of riches, may
Fern Terrace Lodge, elderly make a choice Seem daftY
it allows
people have a right to be more 1 c"
'• .-Actof
u t most approselect=
than just comfortable. They priate-•-and most visually
a
0 hitvrightpleasanthappy,
to
ha
effective—siding or you;
days.This is the aim of the staff- home.
•
If you are using hard- at Fern Terrace.
Mrs. Mona Purdom is Ad- board exterior siding, an
wood :product
ministrator of the retirement engineered
that is rapidly growing in. _
-home. She is a Registered popularity. here are some
. Nurse with a wide background of the style choices open to
of experience.
you. In most cases, selecother members of the staff tion is guided by the archiare attendants Novell Hubbs, tehtural design of the
Mrs. Mona Purdom
house.
14011,3, Margie 1400s, The administrator -of Fern
Julia Harrell, Marjorie Cook
Thus, you Might use sim
Terrace Lodge is _unique in
- —and L.D. took, male attendant;
pie board and batten pan
she
many ways. To beig
Murle Dunaway is the cook and
els for Colonial or Early
Is a woman, which it in itself
_.Jerri Miller, assistant cook.
A-m erican architecture.
unusual. She is also a registered
Rough-sawn lap panels are
Mrs. Dunaway is a native of
nurse, and most retirement
-a
natgai
for
ranch
homes
.leanes_do not have a registered
_Calloway County and has
-Cause of Their rustic
perience in retirement homes —5e
nurse even part time.
look. -Vertical panels with
and hospitals. She worked with
As a registered nurse, Mrs.
deep V-grooves make an ela rest home for eighteen months
Mona Purdorn is more able to
egant siding for classic and
and in a hospital for over three
traditional homes and horidiscern the medical needs of
zontal lap siding suits conyears.
the residets, order medical
temporary-- -architeetu re.— itiPplies, and See MI- the
Mrs. Miller is from Hazel, the
Panels are available un- generalueeds of the residents
wife of Gene Miller. Although
primed, preprimed, or pre:
are met promptly.
_
she had never worked in public
finished in realistic wood-While IVIrs.Ptirdornti-intirse
'
work before, she has been a- - grams andlextures.
Unlike natural wood,---- by-profession, she is not lacking
'bousewife for a number of years
hardboard has no knots or
In administrative experience.
and active in church and school
weak spots. Uniform densiDuring the past summer, she
activities:
ty, ,achieved through the
was the director of Camp Merriquality-controlled manufacThe retirement home has a
Mac for girls. Over 300 girls
turing - process, actually
. Modern and fully equipped
were in the camp throughoutmakes the panels harder
kitchen which is approved, by
than wood. Exterior bard- the summer. During this time,
the State Board of Health with
board siding is strong
Mrs. - Purdom learned to
skilled cooks to prepare the
enough to withstand seri- combine her nursing ability
ous surface impacts (such
with administrative skill. '
as hail, hammer blows and
thrown objects; without • The•Purdom family live-at 80tt
Sharpe St-, in MartaY• Mrs.
balanced diet, Planned by a
denting, an will not split
.capable dietitian with fresh,
. • PlIn10111. has. two daughters:.
or splinter. wholesome' food kept under
Jan, 17, a junior is a Murray
modern refrigeration and
_ High _ School atident
seryed Man attractive manner."ridelY icw elder*
Gwen, 12, a seventh grade
NEW YORK (UPI) — Most student at Murray Middle
Fern Terrace Lodge is accidents to the elderly happen
701 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
located at 1506 Stadium View at home but a great many
I have always wanted to
Drive which is just off US 641 potential hazards can be .work
in either_ .geriatries _ or
clesigtr-through-safe
eliminated
Phone 443-8735
*North
-froth' TUvIera
land furnishings, according to a pediatrics," said Mrs. Purdom.
COPFts.
"Retirement Safilty Guide" `.*Ii think the swung and the
published by the National elile.rly appreciate yeti and
Retired Teachers Association accept you as a Person more
..........4b•••‘ A.-4lb 40‘406%.41 -010*-41b....4‘40‘4.
and American Association of readily than other age groups.
Retired Persons., Adequate So far, in my work here, I have
_wiring and electrical systems and found this to be true."
flame-retardant fabrics in home
Mrs. Purdom said that she
furnishings can reduce the
hazard of fire
the greatest looks forward to further
threat to home safety, the Guide developing Fern Terrace Lodge

Seavers & Williamson

FERN
TERRACE

we were pleased to install seamless vinyl
floors and walls.

LODGE

The Floor Shop

r

No, 12th Street

Phone 753-9142

We Are Pleased To

"Ad introducing more tdderly,ii

.people to this new and more
satisfying concept of -living for
CHICAGO I UPI) L:- the elderly: Westeitt. movie -buffs: the
American "cowboy" was
noted first in New York state. Tony Bill signs
HOLLYWOOD I UPI I —
The word cropped up,
according to Encyclopaedia Tony Bill has been sired to
Britannki, during
the co-star in a two-part episode of
American Revolution. It_ was. Glenn Ford's television series,
plied to a gropp of Tones `ICZers-County."
wad*
bUtdiffElli of-raiding the settlements that Pilot film
supported the American cause.
- HOLLYWOOD (UPII
The word apparently died Stefanie ,Powers and John
after the war but was revived Fink will co-star with Roddy
sometime prior to 1842, when McDowell in the half-hour
pilot television film of "Topper
it was noted in Texas.
Returns" with McDowell in
the title role.
Walnut calories
NEW YORK (UPI) —
Soupy's situationer
Calorically speaking, walnuts
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
are not among the lowest or the
highest of fuel foods. Soupy Sales, the comedian
who rose to fame tlwowing
Depending-on the size of the
kernels, eight' to 15 halves pies, will star in a'half-hour
contain 98 calories, reports the situation comedy pilot film
Diamond Walnut Kitchen. titled "The Bear and T."

FERN TERRACE
LODGE

Fern
Terrace
Lodge

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY
and

RICKY RICKMAN
— MASONRY
phone 753-5449

CLEANERS
"The Cleaners Interested In You"

Murray, Ky.
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Skilled Administration
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You"

Personal Attention and Care
Excellent Home Cooked Meals

If you or a member of your family are interested

in making Fern Terrace lodge your home, we
cordially invite you to visit us • •
staff ... inspect our facilities.

•
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Legislation Gets Nursing Home
Endorsement Recently

MORAL ANGLE

•

It
I Fern
ITerracel
Lodge I
I
-I Rowton
-1 TV &
.1, Sound
ICorp.
I
We are happy to have
installed the modern
sound system in this
completely new
retirement home.

state

I

4815 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
Phone 443-6203

I

Okat 41,
) to
Z
p Fern
c,
)
Terrace '
tp
Lodge
We are pleased to have been selected
to have a part in the construction of the
Fern Terrace Lodge.

Don Stimson Electric
Murray
753-6337

Mayfield
247-3961 -'
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On The Opening of

EATHEILLESTER _
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
Almost everyone I know follows astrology a bit. Is there
anything to it? Do stars really
influence our lives'
Ed W.
Dear Ed:
Stars are inanimate masses,
completely devoid of any power
of apprehension. They cannot
know that we exist; nor can
they, any more than a tire on a
car, have conscious Control
over our lives.
But, like the moon on tides,
stars 'exert a blind physical
force on other material objects.
Astronomers, though, who are
the true scientists of the stars,
a nainwarple effect of
the stars on the planet Earth
and simply laugh at the notion
that stars have anything like a
_gravitational _pull on
character.
'
Finally, only,God knows the
future, and ft wrktd be aga
His wisdom and justice to have
written our future in the stars
or in the entrails of chickens.
By such an act He would be
-promotiog,laiiferstition afli
drawing us away from the light
of reason and truth.
olt •

a,

CONGRATULATIONS!

by stars

Fern Terrace Lodge
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Dear Father Lester:
Our union leader wants us not
to take the raise promised so
that there won't be any layoffs
of workers with less seniority.
Is this right? Why can't we
make more money? We've
been working longer.
W.T.
Dear W. T.:
There is only a limited
amount of wealth circulating in
the world. Everyone needs a
share of it to keep alive and live
decently as a human should.
Thus, in your case it could be
that some people may have to
forgo a raise in salary in order
to accommodate another per- soii's right to Af
'

*

-- We are pleased to have been chosen as the
GeneraTtonttatfor fat-Fern TeffacilAfte,

Actress Shirley Maclaine
blames the failure of her
television series "Shirley's
World" on the fact that
Hollywood and television are
almost totally out of touch with
culture.
She recently told Yale
University students
the
public is flyer, more liberal
and Willing to take a lot more
than Hollywood is willing to

that

KENNETH CROUCH
623-4646

HAL WRIGHT
247-2523

Wright &

Crouch - eolustryietioa
- W

COMMERCIAL 6
, RESIDENTIAL

P.O. BOX 755
...
14Y- FIELD, KENTUCKY 42066
TELEPHONE 247-7552
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The construction of this fine facility will add greatly to
the-teommy of Calloway County and- surroundintareas-.Best wishes for a siiccessful operation.
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TV 'out of touch,'
says Miss Maclaine

-4
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*

bear Father Lester:
Recently President Nixon
said that the key to peace was
an even balance" of power
among the mightiest nations of
the world. He stated,"I think it
will be a safer world and a bettor world if we have a strong,
healthy United States, Europe,
Soviet Union, China and-Japan,
each balancing the other, not
playing one against the other,
an even balance." He gave that
as his reason for wanting to
talk with Red China. He also
said, -It is when one nation becomes Infinitely more powerful
in relation to its potential competitor that the danger of war
arises."
Don't you agree?
Charles P.
Dear Charles:
Danger of war arises when
the infinitely powerful nation is
bent on conquest; otherwise,
the nation is a source of peace
as the United States has been
an occasion in Latin America.
But when there ia..BO infinitely
powerful nation of good will, a
balance of power among nations With average good intentions insures peace reasonably
well.
Peace is not served, though,
by allowing a tyrant naeon to
get a balance of power with
good nations; rather the rise in
power enhances his chance of
making further conquests. By
no means are_justice and peace
served 'by ktring criminals
achieve a balance of power
with the police.
From all indications, neither
Red China or the Soviet Union
has given up her intention of
subjugating the entire world. It
would seem a mistake, therefore, to promote intentionally
their power.
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Kentucky to
Officials of the rerituckY -priiite'resideneeCtri Whittthri tcr-thet.turu:,
require
the
beeping
and inhoused.
are
Nursing Home Association gave elderly or infirm
House Bill 153 requires homes spection of all health-care
their endorsement recently to
new health-care legislation that for the aged or infirm to be homes, regardless of size or
of
operation."
would tighten controls pp min- approved and licensed by the extent
-13epartnierrt----af-----gesamnia....Repemanatite Wells said."
introchiced in the Kentucky Security before needy residents our elderly should be properly
House of Representatives on of such homes'eligible for public cared for and protected against
abuse."
Jan. 18 by Rep. Dwight Wells, aqsistance payments.
James L. Dooley, executive
Democrat of Richmond.
state
makes'
154
Bill
House
The legislation consists of two laws on licensing of homes for director of the association,
bills, House Bill 153 and House the aged and infirm apply .to noting that the two bills have
Bill 154, both of which call for any homes with two or more the full backing of the K.N.H.A.,
said he considers the legislation
stricter regulations governing patients.
another major advance in the
the operation of mini-homes,
We have a moral obligation health-care field in Kentucky.
At present, Kentucky Nursing
Home Association officials said,
'
1110 •4111.100.
4111
'
4111111111111"
mini-homes with fewer than
four residents need no license
from the state and are not inspected. Under the *new
regulations all min-hmes except
those housing one "outside
resident" or close relatives will
be muired to meet minimum
state requirements for a home
for the aged and infirm.
Regulations in such areas as
protection_ and safety,_
plumbing and sanitation,
lighting,heating and ventilation
•':
arid diet-ad
will be applicable to minihomes, according to Delbert
Ousley, chairman of , the
legislative
association's
committee.
"The position of the Kentucky
Nursing Home Association is
that anyone who manages any
facility for the aged or infirm
slionld be license& by the
and his facility inspected
regularly," Ousley said. "The
legislation
proposed
by
Representative Wells will
correct a longstanding gap in
the application of licensing and
standards in the health-care
field in Kentucky."
Under the provisions of the
legislalion, health-care homes
affected by the proposed law
would have until January of
1973 to comply. Owners of
facilities would be required to
file for license.
Ousley- _aaid the need- for
stronger regulations applicable
to, mini-homes has been
by -other— stile
organizations, including it%
Kentucky Association of Older
People. In early; January, he
noted, the K.A.O.P. listed
" mory stringent inspection and
regulation for mini-homes for
the elderly"as one of its goals
during the 1972 session of the
General Assembly.
The new legislation is a,
follow-up of House Resolution
97, unanimously approved by
the 1970 General Assembly,
Ousley said. That resolution
requested the Department of
Economic Security. "to enforce
strictly statutes and regulations
pertaining to homes for the
aged or infirm, as to fire
protection and safety, plumbing
and sanitation, lighting, heating
and ventilation, living a
arrangements, diet and healthfacilities, and other factors
pursuant to KRS 216.610
-41111111110,216.700."
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South Carolina had —
•its own revolution in 1719_ One Opera Star Marnes Another

NEW . YORK (AP) Editor's Note: This---is-asp--nai settlement, they werrlater fought within South Carob/Ws,SeRlrallirarfield says people
other article in a monthly accused of being neglectful, borders. Three times the Britask her what
series looking ahead to the na- disregarding the interests and ish tried to take Charleston. sometimes
star is like when
being
an
opera
tion's 200th birthday in 1976. grievances of the settler,s. They Twice they were repulsed, but
your co-star is your husband.
The chrenological stories will lived in England and left the the third time the city fell, and
"I think, with another artist
describe each state's _admit administration_ _to_tinderirdti_-_ _soon _much of the state
control yoursef-yew
you
-sloe tollse Union.
cers.
overrun. South Carolina's fu- mad If the two of you are
The South Carolinians called ture looked dark, but the
married, you don't exactly By ROBERT BETTS
a convention, and on the morn- soldiers fought on, eventually
hmm - keep it to yourself,
Copley News Service
tag of Dec. 21, 1719, the gover- turning the tide and clearing shall we say," Miss Warfield
nor found himself facing a de- most of the territory of British replies.
South Carolina had its own fiant militia drawn up in the
"We don't argue as much
and Tory resistance.
mini-reyolution long before the marketplace. The people rewhen we do dual concerts as
who helped
Among
those
big one in 1776.
placed him with their own
when we do operas together,"
Constitution
The "Revolution of 1719" was chosen governor. Then they frame the U.S.
South Carolina's own** she goes on. "At least at conwas
bloodless, and it was not elected their own council, and
afraid
Charles Pinckney. His _state certs I don't have to be
against the king of. England,_antaxnssage to-King George
was thi el-0th of the original 13 he is going to kill mein the last
butagainst the "Lords I setting out the reasons for
hapColonies to ratify the Constitu- act of 'Carmen' because he
Proprietors of Carolina," the their action and asking him to
that
at
me
be
mad
pened
to
tion, on May 23, 1788.
eight men who controlled the take over South Carolina as a
With independence won, the day."
Colony be a grant from Charles royal colony. This he did offi-Miss-Warfield,_ a mezzo-so-state's political and economieT prano, and
_her husband, tenor
daily in 1728.
Agriculture
continued.
troubles
The name, derived from
Through years of struggling-- and trade had been virtually James McCracken, star together in -Samson and Delilah'. as
Carolus, Latin for Charles, had first with proprietary, then
destroyed and the svar left bit- well as in "Carmen," but those
originally been given to the with royal rule, the South Caroter feelings between former aren't the only,operas they both
country by Charles IX of lina Assembly became well-exWhigs and Tories. It took an- appear in. The Berlin Opera
France at theJime of the at- perienced in self-government,
other.
_decade • for.outh_Citre-_
-tempted French Selllerlierita In aridthiiintrifedi Major role in
line, with a new state constitu- Prophet" for them in 1967 and.
the 1560s. It was retained by the the eventual movement for
tion, a new capital at Cokanbia they sing in-"Aida," and in "It
first English settlers of 1670 in American independence.
and a thriving cotton crop,to be Trovatore."
honor of their own king. They
Not that all South Carolinians embarked on the road to se"Carmen" is their . favorite
'also called thew first settle- wanted separation from Brit- =Iv and prosperity,
opera to sing timether "because
--ment Charles Town, later
Many --Torliremain
acted to Charleston. Carolina,...10.Yall.9.thek
rnent to England was esported son and Detilaitu-is-thropeas
was eventually divided into pared to fight for him. '
from Charleston in 1764.
which they met. They were
North and South, each with its
When later the northern hired, separately, for a concert
Despite theirepposition and
own governor.
states established a protective version of "Samson" in 1953 in
While the Lords Proprietors the trouble,they caused, South tariff against European im- Norfolk Va. where it was love
,•,
Carolina
contributed
Some
able
were responsible for the origiports SoUth Carolina pro- at first notp.
I
Miss Wall field says,.
eaders ta the struggle ile4ude- tested, complaining that the
own econ- love affair is based on'Sam
heavy
duties
hurt
its
PI
)sfirst
S
the
From
Pendence.
sition to the Stamp Actin 1785
v Tina_ together with the Dolly,' as we called it. Even the
-the. end of the Revatt',Inci'that tii- south Carolinians chorus and ore-hes-TM Anew We
tionary War,South Carolinians_
•
had
fallen madly in love We
Ain,_,
Cen.stdered
es.-Fe--brah-n
StfY [OPEC'',20 DAYS PIKE rottoi_see, mei- -were-in the forefront of the re.-"--sootto
to their slavery
eeenturtMRS
i:--tu
n --yie
-ya
-r
ried-io-s-oitesodyLw"
'
4 Aide
''"'""-4
"*''''"'"'"'
I,..
Glow
No "
solosnan
AS108, ' -sistance to the British.
rause of their state being else. We worried and worried
the
••PPICOES•SOX XI a P.PADUCAH,ICY.111101• SOMe 150 engagements were
the Un- about it and finally decided it
to secede fr
the
ion. Dec. 20, 1660. The boni- had to work oat. We felt we
bardment of Charleston's Fort wereAtvly meant for each othi
er. I do believe it. We've been
Sumter by Confederates on married 16 years." In the
Civil
opened
the
April 12, 1861,
couple s book, A Star in the
War.
Family," they explain that nei-,
Again, following readmit- ther marriage was going wee
tance to the Union in-June,
when they met.
South Carolina suffered along
Miss Warfield, from Kansas
Period trYthR t° recover fr°r° City, McCracken, from Gary,
the PhYsteal-destruction of war. Ind., arid- their daughter, Alma,
The abolition of slavery MIS al- 13. radiate much warmth,opent.
so a blow to its basic agricul- heartedpess and solidarity_ and
_put on Mt airs. Miss Warfield
•-tural-economy.
Slowly but gradually the says, "JiniMy and I are termed
state progressed bath eco- as being Mid*estern and 'levelnomically and socially. Indus. headed and ordinary. We do try
try, largely tertile, was estab- to think thin_gs through-reasonlished. In agricultugg. cotton ably. -But nobody itildWs %Oka
- crop, you suffer when you think
'remained the domirMtg
.
witb..tutiacco r.apkacing. *kris,
vety aintiftitlar
'
.7 •
the second stairie.
Jimmy,
froth
much
more
than
Increasing industrialization
helped balance some decline in the first. It is really ambitioa
me. Bei
agricultural output. Today that has been driving
much
push was
realized
that
too
manufacturing is by far the
going to ruin our marriage. It's
major source of income, tea- better to devote myself to Jim-

Wallace, a former 4-H'er
1948 as a state winner in
Four outstanding Kenfor seven years, attended theefficient production, is a local
tucky community leaders
National 4-H Congress in I
4-H leader and has been presihave earned statewide honors
dent of the Boyle County 4-H ' 195„0, as a state winner in
in the National 4-H Alumni
both sheep and leadership,
Council since 1963.
Recognition program for
over Europe. If I had been less
941: _
1911.-118-1 that he .
Ile_xxediLLAIL
4.--could,baus. been.- 1971sUCS.
given him the background for
The state winners, wg)recontented. As it is. I have to
He has been the Caldwell ,
his present work. Porter has
make my decision over and
ceived engraved copper
County Farm Bureau presiover. I know we have to grab on
judged dairy cattle from coast
plaques from Olin Cordent for 10 years atid has ,
to what we have and be thankful
poration, program donor.are:
10 coast and has received the
4
spent the past 22 years
for it.
Kluisendorpli Trophy, conLewis Porter, dairy manager
-the highest-honor a- county -44+ol me Happy valrey'
you feel like you have to give it
he was awarded the honor of
men can win showing cattle,
Danville; Mrs, Shirley Porter
a chance. There's nothing like
Mrs. Williamson, a former' being the "Outstanding 4LH
Williamson,-of Wickliffe, dirstanding on a stage doing a part ector of 'public relations for
Leader':for Kentucky.
teacher and newspaper colyou do well. Why it is so great the Paducah Public Schools:
tie has two sons, both
umnist, spent eight years in
never be, able_ to jell _you,' James R. Wallace, of Princeactive 4-H members.
4-H in Casey County.
This season, Bing offered
• Mn. Yoder, who earned
In 1947'sheattended the
ton, a farmer and Caldwell
Miss Warfield her first per- County Property Valuation
her bachelor's degree in home
national congress as a state
formance since 1957, two De- Administrator, and Mrs. Inez
economics after 10 years as a
foods winner and now serves
lilahs, one With- Richard Tuck:- Yoder, of Lexington. a home4-H'er in Oregon, was the
as a project leader locally.
er„one with her husband. Neioutstaltding 4-H girt -in Union
She, also has two children,
maker. '
ther was the first performance
of,the season, which the critics
attend and the only one whose
cast gets a star rehearsal, nor
the Saturday afternoon bruirtr-cast performance. At first She,
refused, realizing that she could
be in Europe singing lots of
leading roles, Then she changed
her mind, because with her husband singing a,,good deal at the
is sea., e
Mrs. witaamson
Mr. Menem
Mn, Yoder
Mr. Porter
could all be together in Amerf:.:.
both enrolled in 4-H projects. -tounty,Oregon,in 1946.
_ The alumni awards are preca.
President of the BalThe president of the local
The:
sented annually to former
So the McCrackens, who have
lard County Educational Aslived in Switzerland since the
4-H'ers who have gone-on to
Parenkrsachers Association
sociation and First District
and a AH leader, she is a
maintain a high record of
cUTT:Thr- achievement In adillt life
Educatlohal Association, -she----11ousevAte and a Cu6- Scout
coup e are giving some Jona
has earnaTour awards as an
and Girl Scout leader.
while c'ontinuing their interconcerts and deliberately deoutstanding journalism teachest in 4-H.
The alumni awards procided this year to enjoy some
er but says her first writing -gram is arranged by the NaPorter, whcopent II years
instead
of
the
Wilt-seeing.
experience was in - preparing
in 4-H in Illinois and attended
tional 4-H Service Contsinger's.usual airport-hotel con4-H records.
the National 4-H Congress in
mittee.
e'en hall routine.

product. South Carolina's mills
rime donnas have a'husband
"
41in trailing alter them-ria-tiking
trithe
consumption and in output of _care of
' _few are
yard goods.-They aiLto are major producers of synthetic and taking care of a husband and
woolen goods. Other important daughter.
"You can feel the tension
lines include chemicals, apparel, paper, food products, coming into the family life as a
machinery and stone-clay- big opera performance is corning up," she continues. "Luck'glass products.
The state ranks second to
enough, Jimmy and I under--of—stan4-44--abeia-sach---44-he-r---Callirornia
peaches and is third in tobacco, You're eating and sleeping and
with cotton, peanuts, sweet thinking about singing: it's
potatoes, pecans, etc., ranking what you've got to do."
The particular:'big performhigh, along with loudly _ow
78-fice Mtsg--Warftetd-was--re,for pulpwood.
ferring washer return to the
III area,South Carolina ranks Metropolitan Opera.
40th with 31,055 square miles,
Actually, Kevin's daddy pays 53hic for his doily
In 1957, when she and her
Courier-Journal. This is-probably the _greatest bargain e and in population 26th, with a husband were'it the Met, she
little over 244 million.
was singing "tome nice roles
on the market today. -You see, Kevin's daddy (andFrom busy Atlantic Coast for a beginner:I:rut McCracken
46,000 other rural subscribers in Kentucky, Indiana
ports, Semitropical beaches was not doing. such good roles
and Tennessee) took advantage of The Courierand island resorts, the land and he realized that Met tenors
sweeps acrossfertile farmland, are not likely to be moved up
Journal's big Bargain Offer now going on.
with great fields of tobacco and through the ranks, the top ones
cotton, and rises up through are hired in at the top. So the
For only $18-- Sr13.20 off the regular price of
thick forest to the Blue Ridge two left the Met for Europe,'
• $31.20—he. and other mail subscribers receive the
Mountains in the northwest, where bpth worked up to leadnewspaper rated 3rd best in the nation.
with Sassafras Mountain ing roles. McCracken became
towering 3,560 feet. A network famous for.the title role in VerYou con get in on the Bargain Offer, too, but only
of fast-moving rivers supplies di's "Otella"-and he returned to
hydroelectric power for the the Met in 1963 as Otello.
. j,f you act now Simply fill in 'the coupon below and
But. Met General Manager
textile and chemical mills and
,send it in along with your check or money order
Rudolf Bing did not re-hire MISS
Commisthe
Atomic
Energy
before March 4, 1972 deadline
sion's Mtge Savannah River Warfield when he hired her husband. She says:"1 had to make
plant.
'Of trITTnYmtsd-theri; when Jimmy'Adding to the
natural scenery are many his- was taken at the Met and I
Orders in connection with this Bargain Offer will be toric sites, period homes and an wasn't taken at the same time
accepted only from bona fide R.F.D. patrons who can
air of tradition and romance I said, 'Quick, I'm going to supfurnish post offiee and box-number addresses outside
that has inspired such famous port Jimmy.' You've got to
leading
of Jefferson County and those areas delivered by town
songs as "Carolina Moon" and have help when you're a
singer. I'd had enormous years
carrier service of this newspaper, and from those resi;
-Carolina in the Morning."
when I sang the leading roles all
dents in towns in Kentucky and Indiana where this
newspaper does not maintain carrier service.
Heads cast
A good way to 11)11(.0
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI)—
garbage quietly. efficientl) and
Barbara
Rush
will
head
the
To: BARGAIN OFFER
with a new
cast 9f the Warner Bros. economically is
wastebasket called tear, tote
The Courier:Journal, louisville, X 40202
televiimmiivie,"The Eyes of
toss. Liner hags are hidden
Charles Sand," with Peter • and
in the container s haw,,
Haskell and Bradford•Dillman means of epatented holder -t
Find enclosed $18.90 (Courier-Journal at $18.00
in supporting roles.
one bag is filled and lifted out
plus 90c Ky. sales tax), for which please enter my
for disposal, another cum., up
subscription for one full year for
Cotten signed
to take its place.
HOLLYWOOD IUPD —
'Republic Molding (orp.,
co-star
Joseph Cotten signed to
W. l'oilh)
6330
THE DAILY
with Olivia de Haviland in Chicago. III.).
,
2,
Universal's
90-minute
television
movie, "The
(*JAME
Screaming Woman."
MARTIAN MOONS
In 1610, the astronrner JoPlayboy
moNes
• . LIP.
_ROUTE
that
HOLLYWOOD ,f1API)- hannes Kepler predicted
-Mat- tiad- twtrmoortr-v"rPrciy
ST ATE '
= on the seedy Simset Strip, Will were not discovered 'until /877
POSTOFFICE
move its Los Angeles by Asaph Hall at the U.S.
THIS OFFER POSITIVELY EXPIRES MARCH 4, 1972
headquarters to Century City' Naval Observatory in Wash- in Beverly Hills.
ington, D. C.

"Missy, this sure is a
lot for only a nickel."

MOO .1•1• •

.•Non. m•LE.•• •••••

4.=•• •••• 41••• eamm. mem.

•
In our usual Extraordinary way we have an Extraordinary Branch located near you, As new
locations for businesses and homes sprang up so did the Peoples Bank Branches to serve these
locations. We at Peoples Bank are constantly striving to serve our cutorners and our branch banks
are just another reason why Peoples is the Extraordinary Bank.
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o-faiiitTnsuratice otitiocik called good --

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

- The dramatic rate
WASHINGTON - Chairman policyholder's. own insurance
in
ordered
reductions
when _claims were
Warren G. Magnuson
of
the
firm
hsputek_
-.
_c
cominatecrz
. .
- Massachusetts, the only state
Senate Commerce
with no-fault experience. The
The absence of lawsuits is
predicts that a "good" no-fault
state insurance commissioner
auto insurance bill will come bailed by proponenfk of no-fault
has ordered a • fich•-•per- nem
y ar get insurance
out of-his-committee and Ina as tlic
premium cut on top of the 15
the Senate by the end of spring. costs reduced for motorists.
per cent cut that took effect
But the threatened end of
By a "good" bill, the
when no-fault started last
to
required
not
reasorr
-the
main
are
the
Teachers
is
suits
Democrat
Washington
said,
he
Act.
and Secondary Education
January, and companies have
or
curricula
Lawyers
.
Trial
one
American
"offering
meant
change
complete
Even the government admits
been told to return another 26.6
meat-Title-1 compensatory edu- methodology, but .Glas,sinan „insurance protection to_victims.,-.Assuci8110DAila 11193,1/44_
cent of policyholder
--1Yer
"
IL
will."
some
of auto accidents at least maasive public relations
cation efforts have been a flop. says, "obviously,
because of "excess profits"
do
to
required
not
against
proposed
are
Parents
campaign
possible
cost."
learn
to
pupils
some
Paying
The revised no-fault bill, legislation at both state and during the last year.
while others motivate them- anything in particular to earn
- Preliminary indications
can
One
either.
bonuses,
he co-authored with Sen. national levels.
which
their
selves because they realize it is
that some insurance companies
Figures compiled by the
in their best interest is not new only speculate about the means Philip A. Hart, D-Mich., will
previously cool to federal nofor the government, however. that will be employed to earn come up for committee vote staffs of the Senate Antitrust fault insurance are coming
bounty.
the
the
in
next
early
session,
subcommittee and Commerce around to the idea that they'd
Seeds were sown for this
Moral questions concern Magnuson said.
Committee show that in 1970
test payoff during the perforof
wisdom
Under no-fault a motorist vial lawyers made $1.3 billion rather have some federally
mance eontreet experiment in those who doubt the
prescribed uniform law than
Texarkana two years ago. Big Brother paying teachers turns to his own _insurance, from auto-liability cases.
cope with 50 different statemake
to
bonuses
parents
and
to
company
injuries,
pityhirlds
'
Magnuson said, "A number
There, a variety of supposedly
laws - some with and (Abet
new techniques was used to pupils learn - this time - regardlees of who caused the of very Powerful interests are without no-fault.
is
It
arithmetic.
accident.
this consumer
opposing
Stimulate learning, including reading and
- Few states have adopted
The Senate bill, on which legislation, but we've fought
cash incentives and other gifts. like paying a policeman a
no-fault legislation since a
criminals
catching
for
hearings
bounty
have
held
in
been
both
no
toiigh battles before and we're - massive
After the project, however,
Department of
:_ Transportation study last
en knew which technique or he is expected to apprehend in its original and revised form, ready to fight them again."-his
of
performance
requires every, motorist to
Magnuson's optimism - March graphically showed the
incsUe, if any, was responsi- regular
ble for Improved reading and duty. It is also an insidious carry insurance to cover his more than he's showed up to
need for auto insurance
patronization of parents to say, own losses while driving, the now - was shared by Sen.
arithmetic scores.
A Republican Comreform.
in
interest
their
that
of
effect,
losses
any
his
in
passenger
in
Adlai E. Stevenson III, ,D-111.,
The USOE spent $54,000 for a
merce Committee member,
feasibility study.. tha_.recolIk_.„ their children is proportionate ear and losses suffered by ant,-.11111hOr_.Of . pending. njaialt -who has favored the White'
mended a test of bonus pay. In to the amount of money they pedestrian injured by his car. legislation for the District of
House approach of getting noThe aim of the measure is Columbia. Stevenson said his
each city, teacheraand-or Om; will receive.
legislation on a state-byfault
school
Cincinnati's
Although
ents in the experimental
surer,swifter and more certain measure is making good
board approved the teacher payment for bodily injuries at progress in the Senate District. state hasis, said months ago
schools will get bonuses on a
that if more states didn't adopt
Committee.
sliding scale based on the aver- bonus plan, it rejected parent lower cost.
fault -by- year's mit-bed-go
-no
did
it
because
-pay--ty-•onsvote
- — Lawsuits to determine fault----- The Seillthrir gave these
age improvement of each class
I
kw the-siatiad. proach. _ _
for------predieting
-above its current standardized - not like the idea,of paying
--Would be eliminated. The only---reasons
do- suits permitted under the new favorable congressional action
reading and arithmetic test ents for what they
al- measure would be against a on some no-fault legislation in
board
school
English tumbler locks were
Oakland's
ing.
the
in
classes
Control
scores.
invented 200 years ago.
the next session:
second school in each city will so balked at parent pay, but alnot get bonuses, but the entire lowed itself to be convinced by
Foster.
school will receive.a.$1,000 to _Superintendent Marcus
Agreeing that the program
$2,000 fee for cooperating.
might fail, Foster reportedly
Classes in all schools will be
said, "But we can learn from
closely Monitored. A detailed
analysis will be made of test our failures. We know these
kids can perform. We're trying
scores..Questionnairgs Will be
distributed to teachers, pupils 'to transform potential inteMgence and make it operative."
and parents and interviews will
That begs the question, "What
be conducted. Changes that
have Oakland schools been dotake place will be dissected and
ing until now?"
studied along with anecdotal
If pupils can perform, teachrecords. This is the most ambiers should not have to be paid
tious part of the project and it
bonuses and parents should not
could shed light on the
have to be stigmatized as
hackneyed claim that more
people who don't give a damn
money is the only answer to
about their children to prove it.
education problems.

Parents, teachers get
bonuses in experiment
By KENNETH J.RABBEN
Copley News Service
-Offlconf:
The---ttStion'Slatest gimmick for Uncle
Sam's money bag pays teachers and parents to do what they
are expected to do anyway.
A new $770,000 "incentive experiment" turns teachers and
'-parents into classroorti bounty
huntgrs.
tiffett-tItStt-tiotiuses to
teachers'and .parents in Oakland and Sills< Antonio and
teachers in Citteti and
Jacksonville fOr e'4.entary
school pupils who imprOve in
reading and arithmetic • this
school year. Parents can earn
up to $50 in each subject per
child and instructors a maximum $1,200 above regular pay
for doing what they already
contracted to do for their basic
salary.
Taking part in the program
are 4,561 pupils in grades one
through six about evenly divided between experimental
coliViir1i1n eight
anerscheelsinfie Thai-Cities. Most
of the youngsters are black, all
are poor and score well below
national standards in basic
skills.
Edward_ B- _Glassman, a
USOE program specialist, says
investigators are not concerned
with the moral issues involved
- although he admits others
have raised them-but in helping children who have been
failed by public school systems
unable to keep their promise to
educate them. "We are taking
a pragmatic approach," he explains.
All of the schools except
those in Oakland already receive thousands of federal dollars above state and local funds
under Title 1 of the Elementary
-

Aside from Massachusetts, or leave it.
The Illinois case was brought
four states started no-fault
beginning Jan. 1, but the by the Illinois Trial Lawyers
majority are considered just Association, the local branch of
overlays of no-fault on top of the American Trial Lawyers
Asaociation. -the' p."fad*" syatern.In such cases, since
Advertisement
motorists can still be sued,
they'll have to carry liability
insurance to protect them/
selves.
Illinois, a state court judge
recently ruled the state's new
no-fault law, which links pain
and suffering claims to medical
expenses, violates the con-'
stitutional rights of the poor.
Because the poor go to public
.Chicago, Ill.-A hie offer of
hospitals where charges are
interest to those Who
low, they couldn't sue for as special
but do not understand
much 'compensation for pain hear
announced by
and suffering as the affluent, words has been
ng model
non-operati
A
Beltone.
and thereby would be deprived
Beltone aid ever
of equal protection, he ruled. of the smallest
will be given absolutel3
The state of Illinois said it made
anyone answering thif
to
free
judge's
the
would appeal
advertisement..
decision to the Illinois Supreme
Try it to see how it is worn
Court. The state's ,insurance
industry said it would honor all in the privacy of your own
no-fault contracts beginning in home without cost or obligation
January and will continue to of any kind. It's yours to keep,
honor them unless and until the free. It weighs less than a third
U. S. Supreme Court in- of an ounce, and it's all at ear •
level, in one unit. No wires lead
validates the act.
Sen. Hart, commenting on from body to head.
These models are free, so we
the Illinois decision, pointed out
that under the Hart-Magnuson suggest you write for yours
proposal for federal no-fault, -now. AgainTwe-repeak there is
verage for pain and suffering no coati_and'eartainly no obligaoptional. Insurance tion. Write to Dept.-ON,Belwould be op
companies would have to offer tone Electronics Corp.,4201 W.
it and the motorist could take it Victoria, Chicago,Ill. 60646.
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Mayor ready to meet
any trouble at convention
visitors as campsites, he adds. aiming at a windup the third
"Of course we have no way of day, Aug. 23. That will mean
estimating how many young wrapping up the presidential
people are coming here during and
vice
presidential
the convention," Wilson points nominations, acceptance
out. "Whatever it is, we will try speeches and adoption of a 1972
to take care of them, so long as Republican platform in the
they are peaceful."
space of 72 hours.
Wilson, who will address the
opening session of the convention,sayshisfIrst role is as
These are the thoughts of San nia_yor .of the city, with a
Diego's new mayor,38-year-old respousitility for the comPete Wilson, a Republican who munity's participation and
services.
Wooden
LON DON
gave up his seat in the convention-related
His second role is as a
ashtrays in the shape of .opan
California Legislature to seek
coffins were handed out by Dr.
out and win a nonpartisan job. Republican and a citizenirbo is
Robert Browning,
Asked if he anticipates any "proud that • this event is
Wolver.hamptOn deputy
serious trouble, perhaps even' coming to San Diego."
Wilson views the convention
medical officer of health at his
violence, from anitwar groups
weekly antismoking
or other dissenters during the as a long-term dividend which
-The ashtrays were inexultimately can help the city's
convention, WilIon replied:
pensive and vrill be a very good
"People who want to come economy by attracting other
investment if they shock people
here for the convention' and be major conclaves here.
That would help, he explains, as they are intended, to," said
peaceful have nothing to be
Dr. Browning, who quit
apprehensive about. But they to even out what is now a
smoking 10 years ago
should make certain they are seasonal tourist industry with
the its peak between October and
by
exploited
not
professional troublemakers_ March. Moieover, Wilson adds,
and provoked into violence." big-name conventions can
In an interview Wilson said attract the officials of major.
he anticipates a -healthy" corporations. Some of these,
federal grant from the Justice the mayor conjectures, might
A full-scale hunt was recently
Department to help finance be influenced by the climate
in Washington for a
ordered
to
other
and
the
surroundings
and
police training
convention security, measures. establish corporate offices thief who stole a bottle of
champagne..
The city had asked for more here.
The Secret Service, the
"That would bring us new
than $900,000 in government
funds for training, overtime employment, for 90 per cent of Federal Bureau of Inpay and riot control equipment. the employes of corporate vestigation and the 'National
Miami Beach, Fla., site of the offices are hired locally," Park Police- were involved
because the wine was stolen
Democratic National Con- Wilson emphasizes.
The GOP convention, the from a locked refrigerator
vention next July, already has
Box
received a $400,000 Justice mayor predicts, will be a test of adjoining the Presidential
•
the community's ability to in the new Kennedy Center
Department grant.
Hall.
"Adequate training of law solve such problems as housing" Concert
enforcement officers assigned-- -and-transportation when seto the convention and effective many people gather together.
riot control equipment are the .Its primary disadvantage,
best safeguards against Wilson believes,, will be temviolence," Wilson says.
porary overcrowding of cafes,
In the. mayor's view, a more taxi service, hotels, motels and
War surplus from Vietnam is
pressing problem is the ac- other facilities, causing some being used for the cause of
commodation of anticipated inconvenience
non- peace. A 32-passenger bus is
to
thousands of young people who convention visitors, many of being sent to a poor district in
will come here to observe the whom return to San Diego year
Arizona, a fire engine for a
convention or to demonstrate after year at vacation time.
Indian
poverty-stricken
peacefully during the week
reservation and medical
Meanwhile, President Nixon
beginning Aug. 21.
apparently has cleared the way supplies for a clinic.
Siesta Island, an un- for a "quickie" three-day GOP
About 10,000. tons of equip- developed area in the midst of convention by indicating he
ment worth nearly $8 million
Mission Bay a few miles west of wants Vice President. Spiro
was redistributed by the end of
the International Sports Arena, Agnew for his running mate a
1971.
the convention site, is available second time.
BRAZIL
and has been used in the past
If the President had left the
Brazil was declared an emfor overnight campouts of Boy door open as to the choice of a
pire under the rule of John,
• Scouts. While it has no vice presidential candidate, a
prince regent- of Portual, on
sanitation facilities or other floor fight over the second spot
Jan. 16, 1816.
Improvements,the island could on the Republican ticket could
be converted to a campsite, have delayed the convention at
Wilson points out, and equipped least a day and perhaps longer,
PROHIBITION
with toilets and emergency convention officials point out.
hit the United
times
Dry
- .
medical Supplios. . •
as Inten the Prohibition,
Sen.. Robert- Dole, R-Kan
It is too soon-to say whether
amendment to the Constitution
San Diego's Balboa Park or its chairman of . the - Republican
was ratified by the last of the
last
said
Committee;
National
miles-long beachfronts will be
on Jan. IC 1919.
ttateS
are
planners
convention
made available to convention month
SAN DIEGO - Young'
Americans who come here
'during the Republican National
Convention next August will be
welcome so long as they behave
themselves.
But if there should be trouble,
law enforcement authorities
will be ready to put it down,
hopefully with a minimum of
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• BFG's heavy duty truck tire — moderately priced • Ideal for fleet service,
city,deljvery, trailers and farm trucks
• Specially built for low cost per mile
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Computers may
bail out family
Atyou cry "help" every time you look at the family budget, aid
indeed may be on the way.
Rielittxway-tie-trovairat*the-form of-e new
ef-tois-puters programmed to take all the family assets and liabilities into
consideration,toss them around in the electronic mixing bowl, then
cane up with the answers to a balanced familyhudget.
thiiiiiorks it Will be-the trick-oltifiweek /or most low and
-mliddle4nentarfamilierkand for intridlinicitifinentiOor that matter.
William A. Reasoner,president of a Kansas Qty-based financial
services firm,says the new computer will be an eye-opener not only
for those who don'toperate on a budget now but for others who have
tried the budget approach and still find themselves in the holkat
. inollh's end.
"It would be a breakthrough in family budgetary collirol," says
Reasoner, whose firm, Waddell & Reed, handles theDnited Funds,
Inc., mutual funds with-assets of about $2.6
and more than
half-a million shareholder accounts.
Thefirm already offers a computerized family financial planning
program which balances income and resources against debits and
objectives.
"But the proposed family budget program will be much more detailed," Reasoner emphasizes,"and more personalized. It will sug_ _gest.to.afamily how-best-to handle its niouey-taachieve
possible results and indicate ways to get out of debt.
"The latter is a situation in which an alarming number of families — especially youngs ones —find themselvestoday."
•
Reasoner notes that 65 per cent of all American families with a
household head between theageisof 18 and 24havetestallnielitPtah
debts. Of these, 22 per cent owe less than $500; 1-1 per cent have
debtebetween $50a and $1,000; 15 per-centowe-uptalZtOrandper cent are in debt more than $2,000.
With the proper input of fixed income, expenses, payments and
debts, Reasoner says, the new generation computer would show
'what,iending should be eliminated, what purchases should be delay,sd and suggest spending priorities. ,
believes computerized family budgeting will give the
average American family a good, hard look at its own financial
situation and help it proceed from that dollars-and-cents base.
If it saves dollars, then it makes sense.
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on Wednesday." After all, what
else could it mean?
Then the second team had
their turn and this went on as
long as anybody could think up
something to act out.
Another favorite game was
"Run, My Good Sheep, Run."
This also involved two separate
teams which were chosen by
the same method as the New
Orleans outfit. But this game
was usually played after dark,
for in those days it was perfectly safe for children to be our
playing in the evening even
though there was no light but
the stars.
One team stayed by the goal
with their hands over their eyes
while the second team hid —
maybe in the wild plum thicket,
or the feed bin in the barn, or
stretched flat in the long grass
behind the chicken coop.
Then their captain returned
to the waiting team and they all
started hunting the hidden
team. The captain of the hunted
ones merely walked along with
no attempt to guide the hunters, but every few minutes she
shouted some prearranged signal to let her team know what
was going on. The hunters tried
to guess what the signals meant
and so trap their quarry, but
this took some doing.
._Fig instance. :11ohkeii- On
the pump handle!" could mean
"Lay low!" "Banana split!"
might be "We're getting farther away!" "Ring around the'
lamp post!" could be "Get
ready to run!" and when the
hunters were far enough away
from her team, the captain
would scream, "Run, my good
sheep, run!" and the -hidden
group burst from cover and
made for the goal at top speed
with the other team hot after
•
them.
Anyohe who was caught hadto join the opposing team, and
the game went on until all on
one team were captured or until mothers began calling their
offspring in to go to bed.
The plum thicket, the barn,
the chicken coop, the friendly
darkness -- all are gone. There
are modern houses and street
lights, cars whizzing by and
TVs blaring, but if apyone
stopped to listen closely they
just might here a faint ghostly
echo from the past — "Ron,my
good sheep, run!"

Choice

A real January savings
on our regular values
to 3.54 on this assortment of girdles. Sizes

For1 00
Stock up now on briefs or
bikinis in assorted styles
and colors. Sizes 5-7.

Good or*games
•we CiIedIO play
Fifty years ago nobody had
even dreamed-of such a thing
as organized play. If children.
couldn't manage to play by
themselves without bothering
grownups, then they could get
to work. There were always
plenty of jobs to be done.
Quite often children had to
play alone, but sometimes all of
the youngsters in the neighborhood would drift into somebody's front yard and then-,
there wofild be games.
One of the most popular ones
was known as "Going to New
Orleans" — nobody could.have
said why, for at no time in the
game was anyone "going" anywhere.
The players were divided into
two teams and whichever two
children could manage to yell,
"Captain!" first and loudest
were automatically the leaders
and were privileged to "choose
up sides," while all the others
jumped, up and down crying,
"Take me! Take me!"just as if
everyone wouldn't be chosen
for one side or the ogler.
The idea of the garhe was for
one side to act out something in
pantomime, giving only the
initials of each word of a sentence describing the act to the
other team. The two groups
withdrew to opposite sides of
the lawn to whisper and plan
their 'act and when everyohe
war-ready the first resins -ati:
vaeced chanting, "Here we
come!"
And the second team, coming
to meet them', chanted back,
"Where frorn?":
"New Orleans!"
"What's your trade?"
"Lemonade!"
"Give us some!"
After this exchange of profound philosoptethe first team
proceeded to act out their play.
One of the favorites was'for all
the actors to bend over,then go
through wringing motions with
their hands, stand up straight
and rub one hand around and
around in a circle and then peer
closely at nothing while the
leader announced the initials to
the opposite team. In this case
they were W-W-w-w-w-w-w-oW.
Now it is practically certain
that this would baffle any adult
who ever lived, but to the
youngsters it was perfectly obvious that the whole thing
meant "Woodrow Wilson wishing windows with warm water

War:Size

LADIES GIRDLES

*

Speaking of money and how to make it work for you instead of
you for it, a scholarship fund of $400, started and than forgotten for
more than a decade, turned up again. Only by this time The Mechanicsville, N.Y., High School scholarship was worth nearly
$3,000.
The high Schoel class of 1959 launched the fund. The last donation
was recorded in 1962, according to Dom DiNallo, 1959 dass president.
'
He says the fund was rediscovered when the class treasurer re.
ceived an audit statement froni the bank which held the long-forgotten account. By the time the funds were freed, the original donations plus interest had mounted to $2,1106.26. Nose the money will be
used to help finance a youth program for Mechanicsville, a small
town near Saratoga.
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MIAMI - When be became his Socialist'revolution.
dictator 13 years ago, Premier
To judge by what the Cuban
Fidel Castro Says, there were premier himself says, socialhalf a million unemployed in ism has not worked for the
Cuba. Today, the problem is Cuban people because the
.opposits,
•'prieriefl y
Agentpeople will-not work for'
scarcity of workers."
socialism.
With that, Castro put his
Not even by mobilizing men,
finger on the weakest point of women and children to do

44.•

year in power apparently firm- means that for example if Juan
Miami, continued: "Fidel menly entrenched, with no
- cuts a lot of,sugareane, Jose tioned that the true Communist
ganized opposition in sight.-rmist try to emulate him, for
way of education is that which
Significantly, Castro, who the sake of socialism and
combines study and work."
labels each year according to
revolution. Praise and maybe a
In other words, the students
A frim picture of the Amer- reduttillaS should. be exthe goal he hopes to achievr,----irtze-go-te-pace-setters.
r- - go to classes part ofthe day and
ican riiiiiFTrniate projecting peeled," he said.
named 1972 "the year of SocialIn non-Communist countries; work in fields the rest.
louder urban din and millions
ist emulation."
"These implications lead to
pay incentive brings better re1971 was officially "the year
of sound-sickened and premain Communist countries, this
suits, but it hasn't fared too
of productivity" in Cuba. A
turely deaf people has emerged the fearful suggestion that the
year-end Havana broadcast from the nation's largest scien, current population of young
well in Cuba.
Dersons..wiff encounter much
Cuban workers'-Trager aver-- cited figures intended to show
production
had
climbed.
indeed
age about 250 pesos a month,
Sixteen highly touted experts more serious bearing problems
in their middle yes than the
CH. 8
quite high by Latin American Cuban refugees, however, reCH. 12
were suriunotied to the recent
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CH.4
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boy's number; please call. apartment, wall to wall, carpet,
its.
2. Apprenticeship applicants must meet the following
and the col',oration he has set
central heat and air. Phone 753JOHN PINKERMAN
based on plenty of experience,
him first. If you get no
qualifications:
up to operate it ai the largest,
Copley News Service
4331.
"The way to fight a woman is
F2C
results then call John
(a)Be at least 18 years of age,and not over 25 years of age.
power project in the Western
with your hat - grab it and
Posen , Jr. at the above
at
Call
Exceptions may be made for those who have been engaged in
Hemisphere. It will utilize five
occasional
need
If
you
have
,B1.1iL44
2
Hut
v,ith
sl
number during the hours
of the world's largest dams. He'
the trade,or those Who have servechnthe Armed Forces.
for a squelcher, especially for
Levinson's quotes are
heat. to .ir Panorama shun
listed
an over-liberated female, arranged in alphabetical order' says it will create new mining
(b) Must have completed a minimum of 8 years school.
Phoni 4.;4,
1 Iand lumbering projects, new
humorist Leonard Levinson by subject heading and make
(c)Be physically capable of doing work of the trade.
4th
St
103
N.
towns and airports.
what
you
are
may
have
just
entertaining
and
easy
an
(dl Must be an American Citizen,or in the process of same.
I ,, _Amos _Fog SALE ...
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
looking for.
reference for the speechmaker
3. Apprenticeship applicantsmust pass the General Aptitude
- :borYloigirts:PfaxielS34-440. J31C
The scope of the plan is
Murf4,
He has put together 5,000 or any person, particularly a
Test Battery, which administered by the State Employment
emphasized by the statistic
1968 PONTIAC GTO, double
quotations - everybody from man,dettring to indulge-in a bit that it will involve nearly 20 per
• 4%
Office.
power, vinyl roof, and bucket
Shakespeare to Soupy Sales to of sharp humor as relaxation cent of the whole area of
4. All apprecnticeship applicants who meet the above
seats. Very good condition.
MAGNOLIA MOBILE home, Mr. Anonymous (often the from the rigors of a busy
qualifications, and have completed the Apprenticeship
Quebec. The power available
$1295.00. Also 1971 Vega, low
16'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach most biting) - in a collection business day.
would provide for four cities
Application Form, will be notified by mail at their last
mileage
with
air.
Phone
753Estates. Central heat and air, all that Bartlett would have
the size of Montreal.
known address of the time and place to appear for, an in1222.
J31P
electric, heat tape, underpenned. shunned like the plague.
The James Bay development
terview. At the time the apprentice appears for a personal
One big ring
Two bedrooms, large bath,
The subject of women seems
proposal is a colossal unNE% Olth, it
interview, he will be required to bring the following items of
fascinate
Levinson,
and
he
washer and dryer included, fully to
1971- FORD STATION Wagon,
dertaking and something of a
cultured pearl ring can be just
information:
carpeted, new -drapes, recently has culled some beauts: as large. and just as dramatic
Country Squire LTD-, automatic
gamble for young Premier
1. Transcript of school courses
WESTERN AUTO
painted. Many other extras. You "Women's lib? A lot of dame as you like, according to the
transmission, power steering,
Bourassa. He was elected two
2. Substantial evidence of age( Birth Certificate, 'etc.)
must see to appreciate. Drive by foolishness." - an anonymous latest fashion. Th,• era of
brakes and windows. Stereo
years ago along with a promise
3. Military service record (if applicable.)
Home
of
"Women
do
not
And,
find
wearing multitudes of tiny
J31C
and look, then call for ap- male.
radio. Phone 753-3078.
to find 100,000 new jobs for
The recruitment, seleetion, employment, and training of
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or it difficult nowadays to behave rings is ending. according to Quebecers. That pledge has
The Wishing Well
apprentices during their apprenticeship, shall be without
like men, but they often find it jewelry forecasts fur spring. still to be filled.
with
truck
PICKUP
762-2851
FORD
1971
(work),
F5C extremely difficult to behave'
discrimination because of race, color, religion, national
mileage.
Camper,
low
shell
Fire-water note
origin, or sex.
Bourassa also has standing in
like gentlemen." - Comptom
FlP NICE TWO bedroom mobile
Phone 901-247-5581.
(:III(:ACt) At I'll
his shadow the threat of
on the
Mackenzie.
Lastly,
TO-20
tractor
and
FERGUSON
home,two miles South of Murra
1)tiring winter, water pipes
separatism which could take
females (although
on 641. Electric heat. Phone 753- equipment. Can be seen by subject of
4ten freeze. Hut thawing thern
over in French Canada if he
contacting
Hasten
Wright
ot
includes
any
many more) with blow torches ow iisini;
,1311
the book
CONVERTIBLE 4645 after 4:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
1967
HELP WANTED
falters or fails.
Rhea mond Wright at Stella. F2P is the Arabic proverb: "One open flame .then creates a fire
MUSTANG, local car, 28
The James Bay scheme could
hazar(1.- and you know there
tongue is enough for two
provide
those jobs and give
"FOR A really good job in sales, WANT TO BUY plow for Ford automatic. In excellent condition.
no water -immediately
may
Phone /53- Reason for selling, going over- UPSTAIRS FISUR room fur- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE women."
Quebec such a great economic
phone Paducah,1-442-8323." J31C tractor, 3 point hitch.
afety
National
a%ailable.
the
Levinson goes far beyond the
J31NC seas. Can be seen at 1511 :Johnson nished apartment. Carpeting, all
3&30
lift as to make Bourassa one of
Council reminds.
FIP conditioner, electric heat SMALL FARM: good location; ladies on collecting gems for
its great heroes and deliver a
Blvd
FOR RENT OR SALE
Available first of February No business or future investment. after-dinner speakers, the boys
crushing blow to separatism.
HOTEL OPERATION
pets. Phone 753-9903 or see at 713 cii$e mue _East murray. up' around the bar or anybody who
The plan is going ahead. with
w'hich
Hotel,
Yorker
New
The
1970 CORVETTE; 12,000 miles, Elm Street.
1971 MOBILE, HOME, 60'x12',
Fl()proximately 10 acres pasture. enjoys the tart side of humor. was the city's largest when it construction to start in 1973:
•
one' owner, excellent condition.
early delivery
located in Symsonia. Two.full
- !Hog wire fencing, stables, water. He calls on the background that
was built 41 years ago in mid- The timing and
saw him create "The Great
U. S.
considering
Two tops. 5-50 warranty. Phone TWO BEDROOM unfurnished ,Cozy older
power,
of
baths, fully carpeted. Phone
7 room house, Gildersleeve" and _write
Manhattan for nearly $3%0
of alternative
needs
and
the
Fancy
Fartn
623-8303
or
623Syrnsonia 851-3325 after 4:00
house, electric heat, one car !modern. For appointment call
million, may be converted into
Unafraid Dic"Webster's
•
vital.
are
power,
nuclear
4692.
.131P'gaiage. Phone 753-5898.
p.m.
Flt I 436-2173.
F3C
TFC tionary" in this collection.
a hospital.
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
Mileage. Phone 767-2032.
J31C

Protect Your Home!

$1.49
TRIANGLE INN

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Xellefs---Termite
Pest Control

urcharge

ANNUAL 10% SALE
on all PICTURE FRAMES
During the Month of February at

PAScHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

Get your favorite snapshots and treasured
photos together and make a wall.grouping
mats and 'frames in all sizes and colors. Put
up to. six snapshots in one frame. Fast service
and expert workmanship. Let us help you with
your groupings.
SALE ON GIFT ITEMS ALSO!!

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Applications

Miss Your Paper

Quotations offer
biting humor

Being Accepted For

Cement Mason Apprentices

BOOK REVIEW

753-1916

753-7278

25' each

Ledger & Times

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

READ the
WANT
ADS

•

•
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. Poisons Are Fined
t:14_-•
lit-Chamberlain Passes13111 1Paui-HcirrieyWrns-cw-— "
'
I S In The City Court
Russell's Old Rebounding Mark Williams Tourney----veil on

Of Almo Dies
On Sunday

persons
were
Several
charged, entered pleas of
guilty, and were fined in City
Court
in the session held on
records."
Veteran
Gardner
Dickinson
SAN
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Wilt reer rebounding record of 12,DIEGO _(6.P) - Will
eC-0110Mr--z----Feiday, Janiaapy 21, with City
in his silddetitsuecesS kule-PiiiirTiai-- had a 68T -despite three putts on
Chamberlain is still ening re' -721 -While tile L Angeles-LI-4 - He -broke the iv,
.
*--Tr
aiW:Ta.ylet'01"-Xliff0- Was1rJudge Pro-tern Betty Wilder
venge on Bill Russell.
claimed by death Sunday at 9:45
kers were pounding the Port- 932nd game-it took Russell ney back to a full shot at the the final green, for third at 277.
presiding.
By ARTHUR C. MILLER
When Chamberlain broke into land Trail Blazers 153-131. 963-and went on to collect 24 rich pro golf tour and its $7.5 Australian Bruce Crampton
a.m. at the Convalescent
Records show the following
Copley News Service
the National Basketball .AssociElsewhere, Milwaukee edged rebounds, 27 points and praise million in purses up for grabs was alone in fourth with a 72
Division of the Murrayoccurred:
for 278. Miller Barber winner
this year?
ation in 1959, he was recognised Baltimore 116-112, Boston whip- from both coaches.
Calloway County Hospital. He
HONG KONG—Eoc the first
Larry Dale Russell, driving
"ND," said the sriiilEg-griqr of last weeks Tucson Open, Ca-• as
gee-gest-iebie
-r111
el Philadelphia- 130-n4;---cm- --**itrilt was awesome," said time in more than a decade, while intoxicated, amended to was 82 years-a" age.
league had ever seen but was cago downed Detroit 109-99, the Trail Blazers' Roland Todd. haired 42-year-old veteran who nadian George Knudson, Dave
The deceased was a member
-Communist
China
has reckless drteing, fined $100.00
regularly slighted in corn- Phoenix shaded Atlanta 1115-113 "When he plays like this 111P-70'llected $30,000 for his victory EicheIberger and Bert Yancey
of
the Alin() Church of Christ
published
some
hard statistics costs $10.00.
in the Andy Williams-San Diego followed at 279.
parision with Russell, the bel- and Buffalo nipped Cleveland body can beat the "Akers."
and the Woodmen of the 14r1d.
on its economy.
Morton,
driving
Donnie
L.
"I just don't think any center Open Sunday.
Jack Nickalus, who had won
lwether of Boston's NBA dynas- 99-96.
He was born August 7, 1889, in
This move, yet another effort
contriiiierty - in pro basketball can play bet- --Jinn not tempted. I have no five of-six starts -going-into-this-6-by China to rift the heavr while intoxicated, amended to CaTleway
ty.
It didn't end they and hi.
reckless
driving,
fined
$100.00
Russell was hailed at, the over who was the better player ter than Wilt is right now." ambition to go back on the one, was well hack at 285, tied
curtain that has veiled all
parents were the late Theopolis
costs $10.00.
with Takashi Murakarni, the
master shot-biocker,rebounder, but Chamberlain said it was a said Lakers Coach Bill Sher- tour.aspects of its development
Joe Taylor and Sarah Ellen
Thdmas A. Russell, driving
man, a Celtic teanunate of
Harney, who birdied the final crewcut little Japanese golfer
and team leader, while Wilt mark he would cherish.
since the late 1950s, came in the
White Taylor.
while
intoxicated,
amended
to
hole for a one-stroke victory who had a share of the lead at first of the year state of the
pointed to his superior statistics
"I'm proud because it shows Russell.
t
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. s,
They gave Chamberlain an over struggling young Hale Ir- the end of 36 holes. Lee Trevino
nation joint editorial in reckless driving, fined $100.00 Olga Taylor of Almo;
in vain.
consistency and durability,"
-Peking's
two
Sunday night Chamberlain, said the Lakers' 7-foot-1 center inscribed backboard and hoop win, is a club pro in Sutton, took a final 74 for 292, beating
leading costs $10.00.
daughter, Mrs. Dale Johnson of
Benjamin
R.
Faulk,
driving
newspapers and its principal
now an elder statesman in the and captain. "It means as to add to his trophy case, along Mass., and now plays only only eight players.
Paducah; one son, Cecil Taylor IV =Communist Party magazine. while intoxicated, amended to of Almo; one brother, Andrew
Harney, dubbed "the Silver
NBA at 33, broke Russell's ca- much to me as my scoring with mementos of a 50.4 scor- about 10 tournaments a year.
reckless
driving,
fined
;100.00
48.3
1961-62,
a
That editorial, following
ing average in
He was on the tour on a full- Fox" by his competitjtors, was
Taylor of Almo; five grand-t.7_
career minutesvlayed average, time basis for almost a decade playing about two holes in front established tradition, summed costs $10.00.
children; one great grandchild.7
•
Linda P. Hopkins, speeding,
counting overtime, for the before taking the job at Pleas- of Irwin and appeared to beout , up developments in 1971 and set
Funeral services will be held general
fined
$10.00,
policy
costs
suspended.
guidelines
for
he
of it when they finished nine
ant Valley Golf Club.
Shines same season, and the honors
Tuesday at two p.m. at the:
1972.
Laurie
Lee
McClary,
- will receive soon for becoming
Harney, who hadn't won holes.
But the disclosure of hard speeding, fined $20.00 costs chapel of, the J.H. Churchi1Pthe first NBA player to score since 1965, had a final-round 70
But Irwin bogeyed two of the
Funeral Home with Bro. Bobb
over the warm and sunny Tor- nest-three holes and dropped areduction figures for two ,41100.
: .•
Mitli-and Bro.- fl
areas
ci
China's
economy
Lakers reached another rey Pines Golf Club course and back into a tie with Harney
Roberts officiating.
grain and steel -71roved the
-,-breaking
the
Sunday
by
- ---.rebord
finished with-a-13-tuider-par to- when he three-Putted from l0.-- 'Pallbearers will be lriliirshalr-rteam mark for field goals with tal of 275. feet on the 15t11, missing the
.
Brandon, John Imes, Billy
nearly5,000-word document,
Both were in full evidence in
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Jim
67. Gail Goodrich and Jerry. Irwin, 26, appeared to have second from 18 inches.
Lampkins,',
Galloway, Junior
Since 1959, China has'
McDaniels, a young player in a the ABA's fifth All-Star game, West led with 29 and 28 points, the
"It was a shock," said Irwin, declined to publish any hard
tournament in his pocket
Wilson Gantt, and 130:11,
young league in 1971, now is a played before a record crowd and West added 14 assists. Rewhen ,he made the turn three who stared at the ball in'frus- data nit,its economy. Instead;
Thcunpson
.
growing player in a growing of 15,738-and watched,* a na- serves Stan McEeniie end Lartration
and
dismay
strOkes In front. But he played
for a mo- Peking periodically talks of
Interment will be in the
league in 1972.
tional television audience.
ry Steele led the Blazers with the back nine in 39-Including a ment before putting out. percentage increases over
with
Cemetery
Overshadowing the game's 22 and 21 points.
"He's been just super since
disastrous three-putt bogey on "ThereDwere a lot of spike
previous years, but no base
arrangements by the J.H.
such
as
heralded
centers
Jan. 4," said his Carolina more
who
Edwards
Lloyd
B.
the 15th-and slipped to a par marks around the hole. I hit figures are available upon
Churchill Funeral Home whe
Coach Tom Meschery, after the 7-foot-2 rookie Artis Gilmore of
Milwaukee wiped out a 13the putt just right. If I had to
which to assess the percentage resided in Murray until a few friends may call.
72 and 276. Be won ;17,100.
7-foot Cougar rookie had scored Kentucky and veterans Zelmo point _halftime .deficit and
months ago died this morning at
-He deserved to win it more do it over again, I'd hit it and increases:
• - -a game-high 24 points, in- Beaty of Utah and Mel Daniels turned back Baltimore on KaEven in the 1972 state of the` 7:15 at the Community Hospital,
than I did," Irwin said of Har- play it just the same way."
cluding a record 18 in the of Indiana, the towering teem Abdul-Jabbar's unconnation editorial, most of the Ma_yfield,_He was 76 years of
ney.
Fourth quarter,-b-leading
lifeDaniels hit 110t15 field goal taStedlayup the
niu'iuTe
economic information •con- age.
East Division team to an im- attemptsand grabbed 11 following a court-length pass
tinued to be lit the
-form of
The deceased was
pressive 142415 victory over rebounds in only 20 minutes. •
from Toby Kimball. Jon
inearib1glelisfieltentages,.
ern' lAyee .of the Fora - Motor
the West Division squad in the
His final period outburst McGlocklin's two free throws in
The two exceptions were the Company, Detroit, Mich. He Federal . State Market NewC,
American Basketball Associ- broke open what had been a the final second sewed it up.
claims that the 1971 grain resided here until he moved to SerVice 1-31-72.
output i rice, wheat, potatoes 304 Macedonia, Mayfield, a few Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
ation's All-Star game Saturday close game. With 8:13 remain- Jabber paced the Bucks with 39
and other grains) amounted to months ago. He was a member Market Report includes 4,;; night.
ing, the East was clinging tena- points while Archie Clark had
246 million tons and 1971 steel of the Mt. Hebron United buying stations
t
"He's been just great since ciously to a 106-102 lead. Then 24 for Baltimore.
output amounted to 21 million
Dave Cowens and John HavliNEW YORK (AP) - Lefty stole 153 bases in his career.
Receipts: Act. 3,885 Est. 700
Methodist Church.
we finished a tough stretch of McDaniels scored on two spectons.
Harridge served as a major
Survivors include his wife, Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
three consecutive games tacular stuff shots and Pitts- cek combined for 25 of Boston's Gomez used to-watch airplanes
Analysts in this ChinaGeorge
Thompson
burgh's
41
points
and
throw
in
the
jet-propelled
strikes.
third
period
as
league
president
longer
than
Mrs.
Stella Edwards of steady
against Virginia and one
trig- the Celtics broke open a tight Ross Youngs flew around the any man. The American watching center see two Mayfield; one daughter, Mrs.
against Kentucky in four nights stuffed in another basket,
spurt the rest game and routed Philadelphia. bases. Will Harridge guided the League Leader from 1931 to possible reasons why China has Heln M. Semann of Dallas, US 1-3200-240 lbs., 27.2-27.1P-.
at the end of December," gering 36-13 East
decided once again to publish
of
the
way.
Havlicek and Cowens led the American League through a
added Meschery. "His shooting
1959, Harridge _died last year. hard figures on its economic Texas, who formerly resided in US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.50-27.75,i
McDaniels,
who
led
Western
Celts with 33 and 27 points, re- fast-paced era.
Murray;''one son, Bura M.
and his rebounding have been
Harridge's greatest contribu- pet foi nonce.
Kentucky to third place in last spectively, while Philadelphia's
The three -are the newest
Edwards of Allen Park, Mich.; US 2,4 200-240 lbs., 27.00-27_25The
sensational."
disclosure
ofpr
snduCtion
tion
to
the
changing scene in-'
season's NCAA tournament, Billy Cunningham took game members of baseball's Hall of
of grain and steel, two items one sister, Mrs. Audie Riley of US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.50-27.00
said he was particularly honors with 41.
Fame. It took only a vote by volved the All-Star Game. The extremely important to China's Mayfield Route Five; one
CS -3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.00-26.50
idea
for
the
Dream
Game
was
pleased with his All-Star perChicago outscored Detroit 24- the Veterans Committee Suneconomic well4seing and
brother, Marvin Edwards of Sows
formance because he had not 5 over a nine-minute stretch- of day to place . their „names conceived by the Chicago Trib- development, offers Benton Rdtite Two; three US 1-2 274-350 lbs., 21.50-22.00
une, but it never would have
played well in previous games the third quarter and handed among the sport's immortals.
few at 23.00
reassurance to the Chinese grandchildren.
in Freedom Hall against the the Pistons their fifth conGomez, the pitching pride of become- a reality without the people that things are going
Funeral serviceifivilibi-held- US f-3 -300-650 lbs., 21.00-22.00
Kentucky Colonels. He is from secutive setback and llth loss the New York Yankees during dignified, soft-spoken Al. presi- well, despite continuing in- Thesday at one p.m. at the US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.50-21.50
Scottsville, Ky., and he said "It this month, a team record. the 1930s who did his best when dent.
ternal political troubles.
chapel of the Linn Funeral Bo'ars 17.00-19.00
He sold the idea to owners
felt good" to play so well in his Chet Walker led the Bulls with the Chips were down, was the
Second, the move clears the Home, Benton, with Rev. Pony
and then the National League. way for China to gradually
home state.
29 points and Detroit's Bob La- most. glamorous name of the
Clapp officiating.
SATELLITE STATS '
release other data on its
Despite his brilliant effort, nier had 24.
trio unanimously selected by agreed to go along with the
Quinton
Gibson,
Burial will be in the Highland
64,
proposal.
and cheaper sea travel
Safer
economy.
Now
that
China
is
a
named
the
McDaniels
was
not
oldtirners'
comthe
10
-man
Phoenix
blew
most
of
a
21-..
Mayfield
prominent butcher in Murray,
Park Cemetery in
member of the United Nations, with the arrangements by the and shipment could result from
passed away on Friday night at gitme's most valuable player. point lead before holding off At- mittee. Of tilt. Baseball Writers
communications
it will be expected to provide Linn Funeral Home of Benton continuous
9:00 o'clock at his home. Mr. That honor went to the Colo- lanta as Connie Hawkins, Clem Association of America.
and acco,rate navigational aids
the
U.
N.
economic
bodies
with
nel's
Dan
Issel.
runner
Youngs
was
reckless
Haskins
and
Neal
Walk
all
Gibson worked on Friday at
where friends may.call.
via satellites.
relatively full economic and
Issel, a former University of scored 21 points. Walt Bellamy in the Ty Cobb mold and a
Gary's Food Market and felt
other
statistics.
very well when he got home Kentucky star, made it a game of the Hawks had 27 and Lou switch-hitting stylist with the
Aside from the unexpected
old New York Giants. Harridge
from work. Shortly before nine dominated by Kentuckians. He Hudson added 23.
economic disclosures, the main
DURING OUR ANNUAL
hit
nine
of
13
floor
shots,
scored
Buffalo overtook Cleveland on was president of the American
he sat down to watch television
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
thrust of the editorial -printed
xr
1ST OF YEAR
itt
and suffered a fatal heart at- 21 points, hauled in nine Walt Hazzard's 15-foot shot League for a record 28 years.
(AP) - Three shops were
simultaneously in the party
rebounds and had five assists with five seconds left. The winThe veterans committee, blown up in downtown Belfast newspaper People's Daily, the
tack.
Mr_ Gibson was a member of in 23 minutes. He edged ning basket gave Hazzard a meeting in conjunction with the today in bombings believed to army paper Liberation Army
the Memorial Baptist Church, McDaniels for the MVP award, game high 26 points. Austin annual dinner of the New York be in retaliation for the killing
Daily, and the party journal
Carr topped the Cavaliers with chapter of the BRWA, vote on of 13 civilian* in a battle with
the White Shrine No. 13 of 20 votes to 19.
Red Flag -was a call for unity
"There were about six or sev- 23.
players and officials who have British paratroopers in London- throughout the country.
Henderson, Kentucky, the
Saturday's scores: Boaton been out of the game for 20 derry on Sunday.
Eastern Star of Henderson, the en guys on our team who deClearly, this call for unity
124, Detroit 112; New York 110, years.
Murray-Calloway-- County served it," said Wei..
In Londonderry, thousands of was aimed at stilling conIn addition to Issel and Seattle 106; Golden State 111,
.Gomez, whose given name Catholic workers went on strike
tinuing unrest in the country
Shrine Club, Rizpah Temple of
LIMITED TIME ONLY!1
Madisonville and Jerusalem McDaniels, Charlie Scott, Phoenix 100; Cincinnati 120, was Vernon long carried the in protest of the shootings. The resulting from the purge last
"Lefty" appellation for his 13 deaths raised to 232 the num- September of the country's top
Masonic Lodge No. 9 of Hen- Julius Erving and Rick Barry Cleveland 118.
contributed to the smashing
southpaw-slanted blazers, never ber of persons killed in the ranking military leaders, inderson, Kentucky.
lost a World Series game in six Catholic-Protestant
Mr. Gibson is formerly of East victory. Scott and Erving,
warfare cluding Defense Minister Lin
decisions during his golden that has raged in Northern Ire- Piao, Chairman Mao TseHenderson, moving to Murray Virginia teammates, each
tung's heir apparent.
years, 1931-8.
in 1960. He was well known in scored 20 points, while New
land since August 1969.
Much confusion still exists at
His obvious talents, which
Murray as a butcher and was York's Barry led the squad in
The Irish Republican Army
the lower leadership levels in
considered a craftsman in his rebounds with 12 and in assists
fashioned a fancy 189-102 life- and Catholic officials charged
trade. He was the son of the late with eight.
time mark, were sometimes that the paratroopers fired in- China over just what caused
the leadership crisis and how
Mrs. O.C. Wells itturned overwhelmed by legend.
Monroe Gibson. His mother
discriminately into a crowd of extensive it is.
home Saturday after being
Mrs. Drucilla 'Gibson survives
Gomez was most remem- unarmed civilians. The army
The state of the nation
called to Albuquerque, New
him. She is 'making her home
bered for his airplane-watching said snipers opened fire first.
editorial stressed that it was
Mexico, due to the death of her penchants while at work. The
with her son and daughter-inessential "to practice Marxism
brother-in-law, Heston Pierce. colorful pitcher used to .stop
law, Mrs. Lottie Gibson. Mrs.
SAIGON AP)- More waves and not revisionism, unite and,
Mrs. Pierce, age 65,. died games and gaze at aircraft unGibson is very ill and is not able
don't split, be open and
of U.S. B52 bombers pounded
to leave the home at 16.37 West
D,aqunal
WELLS, Ky. (AP) - A coal January 20 in Albuquerque. His til they left the Yankee Sta- North .Vietnamese troop and aboveboard, and don't intrigue
Olive.
miner, his wife and thee-year- wife, the former Elizabeth dium vicinity.
supply buildups today along a and conspire."
Other survivors are Mr. old daughter died at their home Oliver of Murray, sister of Mrs.
Once again the Peking
He was also known for his 200-mile stretch of South VietGibson's wife Lottie of 1637 ig this,Muhlenberg County .town Wells, survives.
dry, wit, spoken with .deadpan nam's western border,from the leadership accused..( though
Funeral'and burial services delivery.
'Weir OliVe; a - cauhter Miss Saturdax night after a clogged
Once asked the secret demilitarized zone to the cen- indirectly and not by name) Lin,„
Piao and the Other purged
Vanda Gibson of 1637 West vent backed up fumes from were held in Albuquerque, N.M. of his success, Gomez
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